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I The p_ of the InveSfl_ was to add _ts_-derlved Int_em.ti_n intwo orifleal technology areas to the data bm_eto mlorowamebeamed powew. TI_ .-
first was the Investi_ of the combination of a _ave oven magnetmm
: ! a passive _al de,'lee to provide a low cost, _t, _ve amp_,"
. The second was an investit_M_m of a new method fo_ fab_leatin_ a slotted wave _
__ _tde ar_,sy from thin shootmetal that. Would resul'_ in low eost.
_.. _ _el __ tested for (1) phase sl_dft and power
i_ _f
._ us_ __ o _, _ _t-and shale vol_,
i;
..... operational efficiency, s of results were an adequate ren_
• of eu_rent and voltage over whteh 20 dB of amplification could be obtained, Sp_tml
density 155 dB below the carom', 81.7q_ ov_ealleffl_d_ney, and potmttal '_
cathode life of 60 yea_s in a desl_ for sola_ power satellite use.
A new fabrication method was used to fabrtoate a 64-slot, 30" square slotted wave-
guide a_ay module from 0,020" thick aluminum sheet. The test results on the
az_ay are discussed.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
This report is primarily manned with two different sub_,ts. The first
: of these is an Inveatiption of the mapetron as a direetimud amplifier with special
attention being given to a number of characteristics that are of importance to
its application to nd_._owave power transmiseicn. The saccnd of these is the
succeasful implementation of a new method of fabricating slotted wavef_ide modules
,. f_m thin metal. _i
+ i
+ I Althout_h seemingly unrelated from a technology point of view, these two
investigations are both key developmentn in redueing the estimated cost of thetransmitting portion of the ndc_.owave power transmission system. The previous
i+i broad range in cost estimates and the conservative tendency to use the higher
!_° estimates have been an inhibittnR factor in applying microwave transmtaldonpower
technology. :_
• +
The tnvestiption has shown that the common microwave oven magnetron
that ta available as a shelf item at very low cost ts suitable for most earth bseed
tranamitting arrays. Similarly, the approach ,o a low cost, slotted weveKu/de
array that has been demonstrated under this contract has resolved a situation in
which the ranl_e of estimated costa varied by a factor of as much as ten to one.
In addition, both of these investigations are related to the development of
the solar power satellite. The maKnetrcn Lnvestlgat/on has indicated that a deMgn
suitably scaled in voltage and power from the microwave oven magnetron could
probably be sucoeesfully incorporated into the 8P8 transmitter. The construction
tsehniquee involved in the fabrication of the thin metal slotted waveKuido array
and the resultint_ low mass meet the requirements imposed by the SPa tranmnitting
ii antenna for mass and fabrication in space.
Beosuse of their basically different nature end baok_ound the two new
developments will be discussed separately. The ms4rnet_ directional amplifier
will be discussed first.
1-1
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It is believed that the _ use of the oombinst/ou of the microwave
oven mapetrcn and • passive Wroottonal device in m/erowave power transmission
systems was first made by Itlelat_ Dlekb_sou of Jet _ Labo_to_ in the
19'/4 to 197S time pmdod. At the time of the _ the mien_sve oven magnet_n
hnd a reputation for betel "muoh too noisy n for my applioeti_ where its output
w_ld be ndiated dh,eotly into free spsee. However, the author di_ in
1975 that when the tube waS 0pente4 with 8 wen-filtered DC power supply and
without external fllsmem power, the bsok_ nelse level was very low. It.
wet so low, in feet, that it _ _ be _cex the Hewiett Pu_
speeU ana sor. In to the ndm,- ether of the
of the leaytheou-epou_ in_fflp_lou was d_t_lbutod by the s_ in_
summer of 197S.
There was little furthm, invem.o, ltion of the maen_ dh,ectioual __ r
until the effort under this oontzquL,t was intldated in the summer of 1978. One
think that had benin done was to inmsso the mmMtivity of the naiso measurements
by in_raUng a note_t filter to remove most of the em'lqm, signal while per-
mitting the mmetning energy output of the maKn_ to flow more dh,eetly into
the spectrum analyser. These masmn, oments had indioatod MKnal to nalse reties
of as high as lS0 dB/He at noise h_quenoias removed by S0 MHs or more from the
e81,1dor.
One of the first steps under the oontmet was to roduoo the bandwidth of
the notoh filter so that baskground noiso olosor to the carrier oou)d be omunino_
AlthouKh this _l_mmnt was still lindt'ed in mmidtlv/ty and aid not brinlr th_
noise level f_om the malm_ above the baoksqmund no/so level in the epootrum
analysm,, the caz_im, to no/m ratios wen,e 8utff_antly htEh to Just/fy a 8_
effort to present the results to both Johnson Speoe Center m_ ldme_ 8pwe _
1_lIEht Cemter who were oonoem_ed with the ndol,owavo lrene_tm" for the SPS.
These prtmmtJtions wo_e i_oeived with omte/dm, eble Intwast. Howevme, the
l-_t _ i
• t L
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quest/on was raised as to the expected life of such a tube, beeasue the _P8
application requires that the tube have a very long lifetime, measured in terms
of twenty to fifty years.
As exphdned in the main text of this report, the ensuing investigation
which was based in part upon visual exsndnatlonof the cathode temperat._-e in |
special :ubes-and in, pax't upon the extensive litez'ature on the ca3,burised thmdated
tungSten cathode indicated that the life eo_dd be vm.y long indeed, perhaps as ]
_ 8s _ yN_m. In additim3_ it is believed thatthi8 inve__ was the I
_/_i_i_s!_d on aCW _petron end has le_ _._i_ newknowled_ about the
automatic mtw_l of its cathode t_tuz_ by baekbombbardment.
The investigation into the life of the cathode had not been anticipated at
the inception of the contract. But moSt other aspects of the study dealing with
the magn_tzsm direotional amplifier were anticipated. Harmonic noise measurements
were made o_ the tube with the values being lower then had been anticipated•
Measurements of added-phese-nnise close in to the earrder were made and found
to be low. Measurements of signal to noise ratio as a function of (I) current
and voltage, (2) rf drive level and gain and (3) diffez_nce of drive frequency
and free-_anning frequency of magnetren were made. Graphs showing the phase
shift thz_ugh the magnet_,on diz_etional amplifier and power output as a _uneUon
of voltage, euzsmnt, and drive level were made• A special effort to obtain high
effkdeney _hat was aeeumtaiy measured was made• An ovel.all efficiency of 81•5_
was obtained• The eom.espend/nf DC power to microwave power efficiency was
estimated to be 87_. i_
The inve_tipt/mi of the approach to a low ooat, slotted wavefpfide array
based upan the use of thin sheet metalend a un/que metal folding pmeese was
st eomplete_ dlftemnt kind of aetlvi_. It had first been proposed as an approach
to a low coat eollastor of _ave ene1"8,7• In this format the proposed 8ise would
be about fifteen inches square. However, an oppcetunity arose to build a much
Iszgsa' slotted waveKtdde array based upon a d'Pl, deaian• Although the 30 inch
!
•
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square array that wss designed and constructed could be used for the collection
of energy, a much more likely use for it would be as a transmitting antenna.
The phys/cal slotted waveguide array that resulted from this investigatkm
was based upon the use of O.OZO" thick alum/num. It was so rugged and strung
as to immediately suggest that it could be umde from 0.005 w materlah If this
judgement is correct, the tmsulting structure could be used in the SPS satellite
trsns_ittm.. _
The infomatiat obtsina! under this contract, especially that having to do |
wi,h the magnetron _ smpK_er, is expected to have an impm-tsnt Impact
u_on the design of the microwave power teansmlss/m system for the SPS. The
high s/gnal to noise ratio data, the e_ data, and the data indicating Im_g
cathode llfe, are all of interest in the selection of the microwave generator for
_ the SPS.
1-4 . !
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2.0 THEORY OF OPERATION OF THE MAGNETRON DIRECTIONAL AMPLIFIER
2. I Introduction
An understanding of the operation of the n'ggnetron directional
amplifier may be approached from a number of points of view. First it should
be made clear as to what constitutes a magnetron directional amplifier, and why it is
called a magnetron directional amp}_iier rather than a looked oscillator or a re-
flection amplifier which would identify it better to most readers, it is called a
directional amplifier to identify, it with a :artier class of crossed-field devices which i
exhibit the same behavior but which may be constructed differently. /t directional
amplifier is defined, as shown in Figure 2-L, as a two-port device that amplifies
!
a signal injected in one port and accepts a signal in the other port but does not
amplify it nor significantly attenuate it as it is transmitted internally to the other
port.
There are bamcally two types of crossed-field directional amplifiers.
One type requires the addition of passive devices with directional properties to
achieve the overall performance. The other type does not require this but contains
the directional feature as an inherent property of the device. The first type of ,l
device can alr,o be broken down into two sub-classes - those using ferrite circulators :4
as tile passive directional device, and those using a 3 dB hybrid or a "Magic T"
to obtain their directional property. Figure 2-2 summarizes these devices and '_"
shows how they are connected to the passive devices, if any, to form a componc,_t ":_
with two ports that interface with the outside world.
All of the devices shown in Figure 2'2 have been considered at one
time or another for application to the SPS transmitter. The first device is the
Amplitron device which nec.ds no external passive device for its operation but
which _s handicapped by its relatively low gain, a mechanical complication of
arranging two ports for the device, and a lack of detailed knowledge as to its
signal to noise behavior.
2_1
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AMPLIFIED
SIGNAL A
SIGNAL A _ DIRECTIONAL AMPLIFIER -I --
DIRECTION OF GAIN |
SIGNAL B-- ,-- , -- SIGNAL B
817614
...."
Figure 2-1. Gain Properties of Directional Amplifier.
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DCPOWER DIRECTIONAL
AMPLIFIER APPROACH
._, I--1 _OUT
12 I
1 """'_ 3 _-_
, AMPLITRON
IN L AMPLITRON
DC POWER
MAGNETRON
N_ _ MAGNETRON &
I_'-- 3 3 PORTFERRITE
3 PORT CIRCULATOR
IN CIRCULATOR OUT
DC POWER
I i
MAGN EI"RON&
"MAGIC T"
[
t
t"
DC POWER
Figure 2-2. Diz'ectional Amplifier Approaches Utilizing Crossed Field Devices.
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The amplitron, however, is able to operate over a broad range of
frequencies, over all values of current and voltage up to its maximum power
handling capability, and has relatively small phase shift cause by a variation of
anode current. It Ires found wide use in applications such as radar where these
properties are desirable.
The second directional amplifier device is the combination of a ferrite
circulator and a single conventional magnetron oscillator to form a directional "_
amplifier. This arrangement has a distinct advantage in the development period
of microwave power transmission just ahead because it can utilize the conventional
microwave oven magnetron which is efficient, readily available, low in cost, and
which has been shown to have a very high signal to noise ratio that is adequate
for most purposes. In addition, the magnetron directional amplifier has a con-
siderable amount of gain: 20 dB is a number that is practical for many applications.
For the SPS _pplication it has the basic disadvantage that it uses a ferrite cir-
culator which for several reasons does not appear to be compatible with the SPS
environment in space. It also has a limited range of operation in terms of anode
current and must have a phase comparator circuit and a control system which
actuates some compensatin_ phase shifter or other device to maintain the desired
i
phase at the output of the tube. However, this has now been accomplished very
satisfactorily, and does not constitute a basic problem in most applications.
The third directional amplifier device is the device that makes use
of the Magic T or 3 dB hybrid. This device makes it possible to eliminate the
ferrite circulator, which is a big advantage in the SPS application. It is necessary
to use a pair of matched tubes, although analysis indicates that the tubes need
not be necessarily well balanced. It has been successfully operated at JPL. Some
thought now needs to be given to whether sensors at the output of each tubes are
necessary for tracking purposes, and how the sensing and control problems are
.i
impacted by the need to remove all solid state devices from the high temperature
operating environment that surrounds the tube. These, of course, are problems
only in a space application, i
!
i i
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i With respect to these three different directional amplifier devices, 1
: 2.2 The Operating Properties of the Magnetron Directional Amplifier
An understanding ef the operation of the magnetron directional
amplifier may be approached either by setting down an equation for the interaction
between two different sources, one of which is an oscillator and the other a fixed
frequency source, or by analogy with how the magnetron oscillator behaves when
it is coupled to the outside world, and its ability to distinguish between the
reflection from a passive load and an injected signal. We will use the second
approach first and then discuss the useful results of the theory.
The magnetron oscillator is connected to the outside world through a
single port to which the load is connected. The free running frequency of the
oscillator is changed by a reflection from the external load if this reflection is out
of phase with the phase of the outgoing power. The expanded central portion of
a typical load diagram is shown in Figure 2-3. The exact center of the load diagram
of Figure 2-3 corresponds to a matched load and therefore to no reflection. As
the load is varied from the matched condition, the reflection vector r changes and
the frequency changes accordingly. Now the key point to the frequency control
of the magnetron by an injected signal is that under steady state conditions the
tube cannot distinguish between reflected power from the mismatched passive load
and power which is injected into it from another source.
With this key point established, it is now possible to determine the
phase of the output of the magnetron relative to the phase of the injected signal.
The injected signal represents a reflection vector ? whose magnitude is
2-6
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0 MHz
-4 MHz MHz
-8 MH_ MHz
REFLECTION ./r/= o. |
VE¢ IECTEDPOWER 0.01
POWEROUTPUT
INJECTED POWER __0.001
POWEROUTPUT
/1"/ = 0.0316
Figure 2-3. The central portion of the load diagram for a magnetron showing that
the tube cannot distinguish between a reflection from a passive load
and a signal of equal magnitude injected from another source. The
tube adjusts itself to an injected signal by operating at the frequency
of the injected signal and changing its output phase to accommodate the
magnitude of the injected signal and the frequency difference between
the injected signal and the free-running frequency of the magnetron.
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One end of this vector must lie at the center of the load diagram while the other f ]
end must lie on a frequency contour corresponding to the difference in the frequency
of the injected signal and the free running magnetron oscillator. If the frequency
of the free-running magnetron and the frequency of the injected signal are the
same there will be no phase difference between the injected signal and the output
of the magnetron. If, however, there is a difference in frequency, the phase
difference will depend upon that difference and also upon the magnitude of the
, reflection vector £ represented by the injected signal.
To pursue this relationship further, refer to the large circle and the
reflection vector associated with it in Figure 2-3. When the frequency of the
external source is equal to the free running frequency of the oscillator, the
phase shift is 0. If the frequency of the injected signal is now changed by 4 MHz,
the associated phase shift in the output of the tube will be 91. As the frequency
is changed further to a maximum of 8 MHz 9 will have increased to e2. If the
frequency is changed further the injected signal will not cause the magnetron to
oscillate at a single frequency.
The phase shift through the magnetron directional amplifier as a
function of difference between the frequency of the injected signal and the free
running frequency of the magnetron is a characteristic of this kind of device.
With small frequency differences the phase shift will be substantially linear with
the difference. As the frequency difference increases, however, the phase change
will become nonlinear, as is evident from Figure 2-3.
It is also evident that if the free running frequency of the oscillator
should change for any reason while the drive frequency remains constant, there
will be a phase shift associated with that change. Such changes in the magnetron
occur principally as a result of a change in the anode current and to a lesser
....J_ extent from changes in operating voltage and in changes of temperature. The
latter changes the dimensions of the tube and therefore its frequency.
1980018286-021
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i Figure 2-3 may also be used to illustrate how the frequency locking
range varies with the amplitude of the injected signal. In Figure 2-3 the large
,_ dark circle is for an injected signal which corresponds to a reflectims vector of 0. I,
i while the smaller circle corresponds to a reflection vector of 0.0316. The correspond-
ing gains are 20 and 30 dB. The associated frequency locking range has decreased
by a factor of 3.16.
With respect to the formal theory for the magnetron directional
amplifier one of the best references is"Phasing of RF Signals" by B.E. David in
Okress, Crossed Field Microwave Devices, Volume 2, Acedemic Press, 1961 pp.
375-399. This reference volume is available in most technical libraries. The
...........useful results of the theory follow.
Defining _! as the injected frequency and 1 as the oscillation
frequency which ensues in the absence of the in_ected signal, David finds that
there is a phase shift, _, between the injected signal and the locked oscillator
output signal which can be written.
sin e= % (_1- 1) (2-1)
IPl _o
Here, I pI is the square root of the ratio of the injected power Pi to the oscillator
power Po' and _o is natural frequency of the cold magnetron internal structure.
The variable of greatest interest in this equation is QE' the external
Q of the system which, in this case, reflects the degree of coupling of the sag-
netron to its load as given by the circuit efficiency.
depends on _o' the load admittance and the electronic admittance.
In the usual case of a signal injected into a magnetron via a three-port circulator,
the load admittance approaches 1 + J0. On the other hand, the electronic admittance
is affected by operating current through the magnetron's pushing characteristics.
t
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Under small signal conditions, _ varlas from -90 ° to +90° in aocordanae
with (3-1). The excursion in frequency is symmetrival about toI and its amplitude
I is
QE (2-2)
Returning to equation (2-1), it is interesting to examine the
_ relationship between QE and the magnetron circudt efficiently, nc , as follows | _i
' Qo _
n e =
where Qo is the unloaded Q of the magnetron from (2-3)
Qo (1-n c)
QE = (2-4)
nc
Therefore,
In a magnetron designed for the SPS, _o would be fixed and Qo
would be maximized to achieve gTeatest efficiency. Hence, for a given locking gain
Pi/Po, the effect of circuit efficiency on attainable locking range is most important
as shown by (2-5). Here, for example, we see that an increase of circuit efficiency
from 87.5_ (the normal value in an oven magnetron) to 92_ can yield a 76_ improve-
ment of locking bandwidth. However, the pushing figure increases as the external
coup.ling increases so that the range of anode current which the tube can be operated
. does not materially change.
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3.0 GENERAL PERFORMANCE DATA ON THE MAGNETRON DIRECTIONAL AMPLIFIER
3.1 troduction
The general performance data covered in this section have to do with
the power output of and the phase shift through the mag_wWon direc_onal amplifier
as a function of operating .ode current, ,sgode voltage, level of microwave drive
t_ interred circuit of the tube and the load into which it
' "t - :.-
TWO: :. In one class' of data, the performance
of the tube Is n0ted in tails _ the f_equeney l_king _,_ge as a function of
anode current, anode voltage, and drive level. In the other class, thel drive frequency
was held constant and the power output from and the phase shift through the tube
noted as a function of mag_tron anode current and voltage. Several different drive
levels were used and the range of current and voltage over which the tube op3rated
was noted.
From a practical application point of view the moat dominant feature
of this data is tlha_ the range of anode current and voltage over which the tube
can be opera_d is dependent upon the rf drive level. If, as in the SPS application,
it is desired to operate the tube at a fixed frequency then the operating range in
terms of anode current particularly and anode voltage to a lesser e_tent is determined
by the level of drive. Although much would depend upon the nature of the
application, it would seem that in most eases the operating voltage range would be
somewhat restricted and that the major consideration would be the range of current
and therefore both DC power input and microwave power output over which the
tube would operate. In many oases an acceptable range of operation would
correspond to a dri_'e level that is 100 times less than the v_wer output, or a gain
of _0 dB.
: $-I
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The dominating factor in limiting the range of operation is the
frequency pushing characteristic of the tube when it is run as a free ,.-nmning i_oscillator. By frequency pushing is meant the change in frequency that occurs Iwith a change in operatir, g current. Frequency pushing is a basic property of
the electronics within the tube. From a circuit point of view, the DC to microwave
conversion mechanism contains within it a sueceptance component which varies as
a function of DC anode current and which is in parallel with the passive sueceptance
represented by the inductance and the capacitance of the _avities of the magne_
_ and the conductance _md suseeptance cou1_led in from the microwave circuit ou_S/de
_ of the tube. With respect to the dominating influence of the pushing figure on
the range of anode current, no improvement in the range of operation .o_Jnerally _
results from changing the coupling of the magnetron to the ai_uit outside the tuba. !
Although the frequency pushing figure is the dominant factor in
limiting the range of operation at a given level of drive, other known factors such
as the temperature of the ma_rietron anode, and such unknown but presumed
factors as change in resonant frequency of the magnetron anode with life must
be considered. These factors are made relatively less important in their impact
upon the locking range by increasing the coupling of the magnetron to the external
circuit. In our tests the coupling to the external circuit corresponded to an approx-
imate value of the external Qe of 60.
Phase3.2 Shift Throu h the Ma etron Dh'ectional Am lifler and Power
Out ut of the M_ etron Direct/ona_" Amplifier _s a Fu_e-tion o_r_0.de
Current, Anode Voltage, and Level "of l_/crowave Drive/ "
The test arrangement for observing phase shift across the magnetrcn
directional amplifier and the power output as a function of operating voltage and
current is shown in Figure 3-1.
The tests were run at three different injected drive power levels at
a frequency of 2450 MHz. The injected drive levels were 2.5, 10, and 25 watts.
_: 3-_
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Figure 3-1. Test arrangement for observing phase shift across magnetron
directional amplifier as a function of operating voltage and
current.
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Several magnetic fields were used for each drive condition. The set of magnetic I
I
_ fields gave a set of relatively flat voltage versus era.rent curves that were widely -
:, sepsl*ated from each other in voltage. At each drive and voltage level rf power l
_i ou_ut, current, efficiency and plmse shift data were obtaineR. All but the t
_. efficiency information, has been presented in Figures 3.-2, 3-3 and3-4. The. i
effi_ency information was lef_ out because of the visual problem in reading the
With the efficiency data superimposed on the Other two seta of data.
dmply dividing the power output 7_
that is used will
, magnetx'on perform_Oe dataaz'e ": ]_!!i
that _is, curves of a constant value of the parameter, of interest ,_l|
against coordinate system of current and voltage. I
Flgu_e 3-5, which Shows how the frequency of the free _unning
magnetz, on oscillator varies as a function of anode current and voltage, has been
added to show how closely these contours of frequency follow the contours of phase
shift through the device when it is driven at a fixed frequency. There was no
change made in eonve_ting to the free running case other than the removal of
drive. The coupling of the tube to the external circuit remained the same.
The conspicuous difference in the data of the thlwe figures 3-2, _-3
and 3-4 are the ranges of cux_,ent over which locked operation occurs and which
depend upon the drive level. The quality of. performance, however, in terms
of effielen_, and aignel to noise l'aflo do not change as a function of the d_lve
level,
•%3 Frequency Locking Range of _the Magnetz_n Dlz_w.ti0nal Amplifies as
a Funeti_ of Ma etron Anode Cur_eent and Volta and Level of "i
!
._
This section looks at the frequency looking range of the magne_eon !
directional amplifiez' as a _uneUon of seve_el paremeters. In terms of time sequence
3-4 - i$-
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Ftg_re 3-3. Curvos of constant power olitput and phase shift as functions of
magnetron directional amplifier voltaL_e and current for drive
power of 10 watts.
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Figure 3-4. Curves of constant power output and phase shift as functions of
magnetron directional amplifier voltage and current for drive
power of 2.5 watts.
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magnetron directional amplifle_, as funotlon of voltage and current.
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the data in this section were obtained prior to that in Section 3.2 and involved
s slightly different set-up as shown in Figure 3-6.
In setting up the tube for the locking range test it was necessary to
increase the coupling of the tube to the external circuit to increase the locking
range for a given rf drive. The initial unadjusted coupling of the tube to the
load produced a locking range that was considered insufficient. The small locking
range would be expected from a consideration of the load diagram for a typical i
microwave oven magnetron in its normal application. An injected power level that
is 20 dB below the output signal represents a reflection factor of 0.1 which would
provide a locking range of only 6-7 MHz in the normally coupled tube.
!
Two means for increasing the coupling were availab|e and used.
First, the spacing between the short in the back of the coax to waveguide transition
and the centerline of the tube's antenna was reduced. In addition a waveguide
tuning screw was placed on the load side Of the tube antenna and vailed to adjust
the conductance seen by the tube. In this manner the coupling was increased so
that a locking range of from 17 to 20 MHz was obtained with the injection of 10
watts of power. The external Q corresponding to the locking range is approximately
60. However, the coupling arrangement had enough frequency sensi_:ivity to affect
some of the locking range data.
In addition to increasing the locking range, tighter coupling produces
a higher circuit efficiency and therefore a higher overall operating efficiency of
the tube.
Figure 3-7 shows the locking range for the magnetron directional
amplifier with the readjusted coupling as a function of the injected power. The
data was taken with an anode current of 250 milliamperes and thus the change in
frequency of the tube as a function of current remained constant. The data was
also taken for three different values of magnetic field and therefore anode voltage.
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Figure 3-7. Effect of Injection Power on Locking Range.
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The voltage levels were 3730, 4330 and 4860. There is some dependency of the i
i!
free running frequency of the magnetron upon the value of operating voltage i
and this is shown in Figure 3-7 as an upward change in the frequency of the 1
locking range associated with the higher operating power levels; the highest l
power output corresponds to the highest value of voltage, t
The data indicate that the lacking range is approximately proportional
to the square root of the injected power which is predicted from theory.
Figures 3-8, 3-9 and 3-10 indicate how the locking range varies as
a function of the anode current for three different values of anode voltage. These
figures indicate the great influence that the pushing figure of the tube has upon 1
determining the top and bottom frequencies of the locking range. The solid curve
in the middle of the locking ranges is the frequency of zero phase shift through
the magnetron directional amplifier as determined by a network analyzer placed
around the directional amplifier is shown in Figure 3-6. The reference feed to
the analyzer was adjusted in length so that the phase indication on the analyzer
did not vary significantly with frequency when the magnetron directional amplifier
was inactive. There was some variation which may explain in part why the solid
line is not always at the center of the ranges but there was also some lack of
symmetry in the behavior of the magnetron directional amplifier, i_
The decrease in locking range as the anode current is increased is
explained in part by the reduced ratio of microwave drive to the microwave power
output. However. this is not sufficient to account for all of it. No search was
made for other causes.
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4.0 NOISE MEASUREMENTS ON THE MAGNETRON DIRECTIONAL AMPLIF:IER
4.1 Introduction "
The noise measurements that have bee_l made.on the magn_ron "
, directional ar_plifler are basically of three types: (I) measurement of beckground
noise that is removed from the carrier signal by more than 10 MHz; (2) measurement
i of close-in phase modulation noise added by the magnet_ron directional amplifier to
!_ . the dri,.,er;, and (3) harmonic noise power.
i The first of these types is of great concern to SPS because of the
I pOtential radiO frequency interference which wOuld Oecuz' eve1' a large pOl'tiOn Of !i
the radio frequency spectrum if the level is high. But such becks_*ound noise is
of little concern in most applications of tubes so that data do not generally exist.
Nor is it easy to obtain such data because the level of noise that would be Injurious
• i from the SPS point of view is far below the capability of the spectrum analyzer to
measure while still admitting the csrriez, signal. The l'esult is that special measure-
ment setups must be made to reject almost all of the carrier signal that would
normally reach the spectrum analyzer.
From the amplifier evaluation paint of view it is desirable to see how
this background noise varies as a function of voltage and cumnt applied to the
magnetron, of the level of rf drive, and of a change in drive frequency.
The close-in noise of the magnetre_ directional ampliflez" is of som e
interest, particularly in oomparinE it with other classes of tubes which are used
for CW Doppler ndar where the close-in noise is of importance.
Because of the hature of power conversion all microwave pnerators
i,
possess some harmonic output. Although the harmordo power amy be relatively
pure, it still represents a source of interference. In the SPS hm.monio power In
i
:- e
!
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of major concern and quite possibly beyond the capabilities of engineering practice
to remove without a great increase in mass and a great reduction in efficiency.
I
In reviewing the material in Section 4.2 on the level of the back- ,_
ground noise, the reader should be aware that when the data that appear in this
report were taken, the measurement of the background noise level was still lindted
by the test arrangement although at the time it represented a high degree of
sensitivity because of a 25 dB suppression of the carrier by a notch filter that
made it possible to obtain much useful data. More recently, the sensitivity of
the test arrangement has been extended by another 35 dB which has revealed that
tho noise level is still very low if tubes are initially selected for relatively low
noise and if certain chango_ t.hat have been introduced into the cathode input 1 i!
circuit are adjusted for minimum noise. These recent measurements will not be
discussed in this report but the reader should be aware that more recent
material does exist. For example, signal to background noise ratio measurements _
of as high as 195 dB/Hz have been record_l from selected microwave oven
magnetrons.
4.2 Background Noise as a Function of Operating Conditions
The measurement of background noise is in the form of carrier to
noise ratio measurements. But since the csrrtar level is known it is possible to
infer absolute values of the noise spectra. The major problem in making such
noise measurements is that the carrier level saturates the input of the spectrum
analyzer before the noise level becomes visible. The te_,t arrangement approach
to minimize this preblem is to attenuate the cartier by means of a narrow notch
filter.
/
ii
The test setup that was used to obtain the data is shown in Figure
4-I. Because of the very hiirh ratio of t,ignal to noise that was be/rig measured. ,i
it was necessary to use another micrewave oven magnetron ss a quiet driver _
1
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because the 10 watt traveling wave tube has a noise level that is mu_h too high
for such measurements. The driver magnetron was operated into a frequency pulling
section and a matched load so that its frequency could he varied. A small fraction
P
of the output power was coupled off for injection through the ferrite circulator
_ to drive the magnetron directional amplifier.I
The output from the magnetron dL-_eetional amplifier was then sampled
by a probe. The probe picked up several watts of power and was fed into a notch
filter that euppressed the eat'tier by 24 riB. The bandwidth of the notch filter
was very narrow, resulting in an attenuated signal of only 4 dB at two megahertz
at either side of the carrier.
The signal to noise ratio measurements obtained from the test arrange-
ment of Figure 4-1 were limited by the residual noise level of the spectrum analyzer.
The residual noise level in a 300 kHz bandwidth which was used in the measurements
was 103 dB down from the unsuppressed carrier level. The equivalent noise level
in a 1 MHz bandwidth is 97.8 dB.
Figure 4-2 is a pictorial presentation of the spectral output of the
magnetron directional amplifier as presented on the Hewlett Packard spectrum
analyzer after the sampled output has been passed through the 24 dB notch filter
to suppress the carrier, as a function of operating voltage and current. The total
sweep presented on each photograph is 200 MHz. The flat portion of each spectra
is the residual noise level of the spectrum analyzer. All of the photographs taken
show that the noise level has reached this residual noise level at the edges of the
200 MHz band, except for those taken at 5 kilovolts. However, near the carrier
there is a marked difference in the noise level as a function of the magnetic field
(higher anode voltage). The cleanest spectra are seen to be at the lower values
of magnetic field and at the higher current levels.
The "gauss lines", or the relationship between voltage and current
at various values of magnetic field, are shown on Figure 4-2 and appear as nearly
4-4
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horizontal lines. The values of current at which each spectra was taken is shown
as a dot on the i_auss line.
Complementary data with respect to power output and phase shift as
a function of anode voltage and current in the magnetron directional amplifier are
shown in Figure 3-3. The same tube and the same degree of coupling of the tube
to the external circuit was used for the noise data as was used for the data of
Fit_ure 3-3.
Figure 4-3 is a pictorial presentation of the spectral output of the
r magnetron directional amplifier as a function of the driver frequency, at two values
of magnetic field and voltage and at a fixed anode current of 300 milliamperes, and
at a drive level of 10 watts. It is observed that the spectra are impacted to only
a minor degree by a change in the driver frequency. The spectra are shown for
p
b total frequency sweeps of 200 MHz and 50 MHz.
b
Figure 4-4 is a pictorial presentation of the spectral output of the
magnetron directional amplifier as a function of the drive level for two voltage
levels. Again it is noted that the spectral output changes little even when the
gain is approximately 30 clB. One photograph was taken of the spectra o£ the tube
running without drive, or as an oscillator. It is seen that the spectra are not
different from those for all of the driven examples:
The lack of sensitivity of the noise spectra to changes of drive
frequency and values of gain are to be expected from the fact that at reasonably
high values of gain the tube looks into a load that is very close to the matched
load point as noted in Section 2.0.
4.3 Phase Modulation Noise Added b_ the Mag_letron Directional Amplifier
The noise that is emitted by the magnetron directional amplifier
outside of the ISM band is of primary importance in the context of interference
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With other users of the frequency spectrum. ,But it is also important to determine
the level of noise that is in close to the carrier to enable a comparison to be made
of the mal_uetron directional amplifier with other amplifiers. The data may also
be of practical significance in the study of noise mechanisms within the crossed-
field device and it may be important in the context of interference with the pilot
beam uplinks in the SPS that may be relatively close to the carrier (power transmit)
frequency. The noise around the harmonics caused by the close-in noise _ around
, the carrier may also be a consideration.
i, The eiose-in noise added by the magnetrcn directional amplifier is
either of an amplitude modulated or phase modulated type. The aspect with which
i this section is concerned is the added phase modulation.
The close-in phase modulation noise in the makmetren directional
amplifier was measured with specialequipment loaned to the project by a specialist ,v
_roup in Raytheon that makes specializedequipment for measuring close-innoise.
This equipment is used, for example, in qualifying tubes for CW doppler radar
applications. Typical data obtained from the Raytheon CNS-10 analyzer for Phase
Modulation Noise from a klystron are shown in Figure 4-5. For our measurements
the noise measurin_ equipment was inserted into the test arrangement for the
n)agnetron directional amplifier as shown in Figure 4-6.
Figure 4-7 shows how the noise data were presented and the measured
results. Figure 4-7a shows the presentation on the scope with the magnetron
directional amplifier not operating. The presentation on the scope is the residual
noise level of the measuring equipment. The linear horizontal scale covers a _-
frequency range of 0-100 kHz in 10 kHz steps. The vertical scale is in grid steps
of 10 dB. The bandwidth of the receiver is 1 kHz so that the noise is integrated
over a 1 kHz bandwidth.
In Figure 4-7b the presentation is with the ma_netron directional
• amplifier operating and inserting additional phase modulation noise. Figure 4-70
is a superposition of Figures 4-7a and 4-7b.
?
!
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l_llUre 4-7. Measurements of olose-tn phMe modulation nolN added by mafnet_
dieeetional amplifier. See text foe detailed explanation.
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Both Figures 4-To and 4-7c show a calibrating sigr,_ on the figures
at approximately 50 kHz. This calibrating signal is down 80 dB from the carrier.
It corresponds to a phase deviation of 0.01146 degrees which is established from
the mathematical sideband level relationships fo_ small-phase-deviation phase mod- i
ulation, i
i
i
The top oscilloscope trace in 4-7c, representing the noise level while
the magnetron directional amplifier is operating, is 34 dB below the calibrating
signal or at a noise level in a 1 kHz bandwidth that is 114 dB below the carrier.
' The noise contributed by the magnetron directional amplifier will be less than this
value because there is a considerable contribution to the noise shown by the upper
trace from the residual noise of the test equipment. !t
At 10 kHz the two traces are clearly separated and it would be
accurate to state that the noise level in a 1 kHz band at this point is 110 dB !
below the carrier leve2. At 5 kHz the noise level in a 1 kHz band is 100 dB below
the carrier level. At the close-in level the ripple of the power supply is becoming i
a factor that add_ to the noise level.
These close-in noise measurements were made with the external source
of power to the filament turned off and were made in the normal operating range
for the magnetron, a_ shown in Table 4-1. The carrier to noise ratio for the back
g_ound noise well removed from the carrier under the same operating conditions
would correspond to that shown in Figure 4-3.
In summarizing the close-in noise measurement activities it is concluded
that enough measurements were made to indicate that the magnetron directional
amplifier adds a very small amount of phase modulation noise but would be quite
suitable for most CW doppler radar applications, for example. It is not quite as
I_od as the example for the klystron shown in Figure 4-5. (Note the 100 Ez
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TABLE 4-1
Data and Operating Conditions
for the Magnetron Directional Amplifier
Magnetron Used - Hitachi 2M170 i
RF Drive Level - 20 Watts
RF Output Level - 710 Watts
Magnetron Anode
Voltage - 3531 Volts
Ma_et_n Anode
Current - 0.357 Amperes
Efficiency - 61.5
Frequency - 2437 MHz
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bandwidth for the klystron data when comparisons are made). It is also noted •
that the residual noise level of the equipment had not been tuned down to the
level that would be required for the noise measurements shown in Figure 4-5.
4.4 The Measurement of Harmonic Power Levels
4.4.1 Introduction
A portion of the contractual work effort was directed toward
measurements of the 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th harmonic output from the magnetron
directional amplifier. The distinction between these measurements and those made
at JPL cn the maguetron were in the measurement approach. Those made at JPL
were made by using special measuring equipment after the harmonic power had
entered the waveguide system. Those reported upon in this section were made
with the harmonic power remaining in a coaxial line system.
Ordinarily, the coaxial output of the magnetron is operated as a
probe, injecting power into WR430 or other S-band waveguide, but at harmonic
frequencies such waveguides will support higher orders of propagation relative to
the fundamental TEl0 mode. Fortunately the construction of the QKH2000 magnetron
lends itself to a simple external transition to standard 7/8" rigid coaxial line.
This line will only support a simple TEM mode of propagation for the lower harmonic
frequencies, and will launch the energy into the coaxial line to preferentially
excite the TEM mode of propagation for the higher harmonic frequencies.
The 7/8" line can readily handle the normal rf output of _he tube.
A cross sectional sketch of the transition is shown in Figure 4-8, wh_le Figure 4-9 "
is a photograph of the assembly. The coaxial coupling arrangement g|ves values
of coupling to the 80 ohm coaxial line that are comparable to those commonly used
in coupling the probe to a wavegutde system. The measured QL' QE and QU
were 169, 220 and 735, respectively.
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The values of harmonic noise from two different tubes were
measured with this test arrangement. The dbc (decibels below the carrier) values
that were measured for th_ 2nd, 3rd, 4th and 5th harmonics for one tube were
-71, -97, -86 and -62 respectively, while for the other tube they were -69, -85,
-93 and -64 respectively. Thesu compare with values measured by the techniques
used by JPL of -56, -65 and -67 for the 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonics, respectively.
The 5th harmonic was not measured by JPL and its value as obtained by the
Raytheon measurements is suprisingly high.
The following material describes the arrangements for making the
measurements and the measurements themselves in more detail.
Figure 4-10 is a block diagram of the test and calibration setup.
The magnetron power supply furnished 300 mADC at 4000 v to the tube which
was operated at zero heater input and which delivered 820 W of rf power. Emerging
from the tube by means of the transition of Figure 4-8, this output power could be
coupled direct!y to a waterload, or an intervening section of 7/8" line with a move-
able mismatch could be inserted to study harmonic levels as a function of load
impedance. Available in the waterload were two probes having coupling values
of -24 dB and -33.4 dB at the magnetron fundamental frequency. For the harmonic
measurements reported here, the former probe was utilized to maximize the available
signal power.
A probe coupling factor for the harmonics was determined by injecting
a known amount of harmonic power from a signal generator into the _vaterload and
observing the coupled power out on the spectrum analyzer which was also calibrated
in power.
A 1.0 mW calibration signal, derived from a signal generator and a
variable pad, and measured with a power bridge (not shown), was used to set a
reference amplitude on the analyzer display. Care was taken to ensure that the
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amplitude calibration of the analyzer, nominally 10 dB/cm, was maintained over
the full range of signal inputs.
To prevent saturation of the spectrum analyzer by the fundamental
at 2450 MHz when viewing hawmonics, waveguide filters were utilized; for the second
and third harmonics a length of WR187 waveguide was chosen and for the fourth
and fifth harmonics, a length of WR90 waveguide was used to prevent fundamental
power entry into the analyzer. Wideband matched coaxJql-waveguide couplers
ware used on each end of the filters. With this arrangement, harmonic levels
down to -100 dbc oould be measured,
The notation adopted for harmonic level calculation is indicated
below :
Cp: probe coupling factor, dB
Cf: filter insertion loss, dB
P : signal power in the spectrum analyzer, dBma
Pt: total power hi the waterload, dBm
Using these definitions, harmonic levels relative to the carrier
are given (in dbc) by:
[Pa + Cp + Cf] - Pt
Calibration factors determined at the harmonic frequencies are
listed in Table 4-2, where kfo denotes the kth harmonic frequency and fl denotes the
n = 7 mode of the magnetron, a space harmonic of the magnetron's network which
is known to be _apable of generating a spurious signal.
These calibration factors are the measured insertion losses of the
various components (coupling probe, WRt87 filter and WR90 filter) at the nominal
j4-20
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TABLE 4-2
Nominal Frequency Cp Cf
Frequenc _ MHz dB dB
f 2450 24.6O
f| 4360 16.6 1.7
2 f 4900 16.0 2.4 WR187O
3 f 7350 21.5 3.8
o
4 f 9800 18.2 2.0 }12250 19.2 2.0 WR905 fo
Calibration Factors
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frequencies of the signals being examined. Since absolute frequencies can differ 1
slightly from tube to tube, the sensitivity of the calibration factors was observed !
over a range large enough to accommodate this Variation and their values were
found relatively constant (+ 1 dB) over the expected range.
Two tubes were examined, Se_d Nos. 11 and 12 under matched
load conditions with results as tabulated below:
HARMONIC LEVELS
Ill #12
Frequency db_.._c db__cc
f 0 0
O
fl < -100 -73
2 fo -71 -69
3 f < -97 -85
0
4 f -86 -93
O
5 fo -62 -64
These findings are somewhat better than had been anticipated
based on earlier experience with waveguide coupled tubes. However, with s
coaxial system the harmonic impedances presented to the tube should result in less
mismatch than for the waveguide case in which multimode propagation is a near
certainty. On the other hand, it was recognized that for the higher order har-
monics in 7/8" coaxial line, propagation of the TEll mode was possible, and,
therefore longitudinal loading slots colinear with the coupling probes were introduced
into the line to preferentially orient this mode )_ it existed. The detection of
significant power at the 5th harmonic despite the loading slots, coupled with the
symmetrical excitation afforded by the tube construction, made it virtually certain
that no TEll components were present.
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Since measurable power at the n -- 7 mode frequency was detected
under some conditions, a magnetron circuit was probed to ascertain the orientation
of the two possible doublets of this mode.
As expected, the lower doublet was found at 4300 MHz, heavily
loaded, and the upper doublet appeared at 4360, lightly loaded, the latter being
" the interfering frequency. No equalization of loading' for damping purposes was
needed for the original application of the magnetron, but, for the SPS application,
equal loading of the doublet pair could be readily accomplished, thus preventing
excitation of this mode frequency.
Because the harmonic impedance presented to an active microwave
device can significantly affect harmonic levels (and other perforn,allce characteristics),
observations of the effect of a simple mismatch were undertaken. A movable
coaxial slug was used which presented the loads indicated below:
VSWR
f 1.5O
2 fo unknown
3 f 4 (approx.)
4 f 1.0 - 2.5O
5 fo 2_ (approx.)
Results are given in Figure 4-11 in terms of Pc' the power input
to the spectrum analyzer versus mismatch slug position. The point to recognize
is that a mode:_t impedance variation, e.g., that set up at 4 fo' can cause a hirgc
change (>10 dB) of the harmonic intensity. From this, two points can be brought
forth :
a) Significant variations of harmonic level from one condition to
another as, for example, waveguide coupling vs coaxial coupling°
ale to be expected,
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b) Harmonic impedance control may offer interesting benefits in
suppressing harmonic output and in optimizing other tube per-
formanee characteristics.
J
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5.0 CATHODE LIFE CONSIDERATIONS
5.1 Introduction
The investigation into the potential life of the cathode in the magnet-
ron directional amplifier was motivated by a question that arosc during a Raytheon
briefing that was primarily centered on the high signal to noise ratios that had
been observed in the microwave oven magnetron when it was operated on a well
i filtered DC power supply and when the source of external filament power was removed.
!, The question was simply; "What is the life of the tube when it is run under con-
ditions of high signal to noise ratio". It is important to answer this question for
it would obviously be desirable to have microwave generators with very long life
in microwave power transmission applications, and particularly so in the SPS
! application.
It is a basic characteristic of thermionic tubes that their life is limited
by the life of the cathode. In the case of the microwave oven magnetron the
cathode is a carburized thoriated tungsten cathode in the form of a helix wound
from 0.020" diameter thoriated tungsten wire. The filament is carburized in a
subsequent eatment and it is this carburization that greatly extends the life
of the cathode.
An initial study of available life test data on the carburized thoriated
tungsten cathode and a review of the rather extensive design literature on such
cathodes indicated that a life of fifty to one hundred years should be possible
if the cathode were run at a temperature of 1900 ° Kelvin or below under high vacuum
conditions. It was therefore necessary to know the operating temperature of the
cathode in the microwave oven tube to make a prediction of life.
It was first proposed that the temperature of operation of the csthode
be estimated on the basis of resistance measurements made on the cathode while
5-1
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the tube was running. Subsequent investigation revealed, however, that without
a correlation between the resistance measurement and an actual visual observation
of the cathode temperature, such an approach would not give measurements of the
accuracy needed.
Fortunately, Raytheon, as part of their active participation in the
: development of the microwave oven magnetron, had previously assembled three
magnetrons in '_hich an optical window had been inserted for _lewing of the cathode
r.... tmeperature while the tube was operating. These tubes were transferred to this
study without charge. One of these tubes, packaged with a permanent magnet.
was put into our regular test facility and appeared to operate in a normal fashion,
including the very high signal-to-noise ratio when the source of external filament
power was removed.
In order to observe the cathode temperature as a function of magnetic
field and rf load, as well as anode current, a special test arangament was made
to accommodate the optical window which is mounted on the end of a copper tube
which is inserted into the wall of the tube; the axis of the viewing pipe is at
right angles to the axis of the cathode. In this arrangement, shown in Figure 5-1,
the permanent magnet was removed from the tube and the tube was fitted into a
, wire-wound solenoid so that it was possible to vary the magnetic field and view the
cathode temperature at the same time. Another added feature was a water cooling
jacket fitted around the anode so that the tube could be adequately cooled.
Temperature measurements were made with the Leeds and Northrop
8622C optical pyrometer which is an industry standard for making such measure-
ments. It is shown mounted on a tripod in Figure 5-1. The readings of the
instrument are calibrated in terms of brightness temperature which can then be
converted into true temperature by taking the emissivity of the carburized thoriated
tungsten into account. This relationship between brightness and true temperature
for carburized thoriated tungsten is given in Figure 5-2. and is taken from the
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Journal of Pb_'_ieal Chemistry, sol 33, 1929, page 690. It is the data that is
generally used throughout the industry.
Figure 5--3 shows what is seen through the optical pyrometer. The
filament type cathode cannot be seen as a whole because it is being viewed radially
through the space that exists between the tips of the vanes. This space is about
0.060". Portions of four turns of the filament are visible in the photograph. It
-- is possible to see one additional turn toward the top and the bottom by reposition-
ing the height of the optical pyrometer.
The observations thst were made on the cathode temperature as a
function of several parameters indicated that it is highly dependent only upon the
anode current, and that it tends to operate at a temperature which will supply
the primary emission from tile cathode. Quite surprisingly, it was found to be
nearly independent of the magnetic field over a r_nge of approximately two to one.
The corresponding DC power inpt_.t and microwave output cha_;ged by a factor
of two (since the anode current is being held constmlt and the input voltage is
proportional to the magnetic field). Similarly, a vari'_tion of the rf load by a factor
of three to one had little effect upon the cathode temperature.
These observations are rather profound from the viewpoint of
magnetron operation and suggest that there is a finely tuned mechanism within
the magnetron which adjusts the temperature of the cathode to just provide the
primary emission that is needed to match the anode current flow requirement
externally imposed upon the tube by power supply adjustment. While it has been
generally recognized that the backbombardment power did adjust itself to the needs
of the tube, it was also believed that the backbombardment power and the temp-
erature of the cathode imcreased with magnetic field and varied with changing
load conditions, neither of which has been confirmed by our experimental observations
over a substantial range of magnetic field and load variation. And it was not
realized that the relationship between an increase in filament temperature and an
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increase in anode current corresponded so closely to the relationship between
I emission ]imited current and temperature as given by the classical Richardson-
p Dushman relationship as shown in _gum 5-4.
The data that were taken also indicated that a low operating temp-
erature could be achieved at nominal values of anode current and power output.
As result of these observations and research into the exteueiv_ litera_'ure thata
exists on the design and life characteristics of the earburtsed thortated tungsten
cathode, it seems reasonable to predict a cathode life of at least fifty years in a
tube designed specifically for the SPS application.
The following material will expand upon the subjects touched upon
in the introduction. There will be sections on:
5.2 Data obtained on cathode temperature as a function of anode current,
magnetic field, and load coupling.
5.3 Correlation of observations on cathode operating temperature and the
Richardson-Dushman equation for primary emission as a function of
temperature.
5.4 A review of the literature on the theoretical life of the carburlzed
thoriated tungsten catl_ode and correspondhig experimental data.
5.5 Distribution of cathode temperature as a function of axial distance
along the cathode.
5.6 Observations of the impact of cathode poisoning upon cathode operating
temperature and tube efficiency.
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5.2 Cathode Temperature as a Function of Anode Current, Magnetic Field,
and Loa_l C0upltng
In the measurements that will be discussed, the temperature observation
is made in terms of brightness temperature as observed on the calibrated Leeds and
Northrop 8622C optical pyrometer. From the viewpoint of predicting IK.e and
correlating with the Richardson-Dushman relationship on emission as e, function of
cathode temperature, a conversion into absolute cathode temperature is needed.
This relationship is provided in Figure 5-2. From our viewpoint it is conservative
in that the data in the graph were taken on a straight filament in a vacuum where
there was little or no raflected spectral energy, while in our case the anode of the
tube does reflect back into the cathode some of the emitted radiation. This would
tend to reduc_ the gap between the brightness and absolute temperature, but we
have neglected any correction for this.
Figure 5-4 shows the cathode brightness temperature as determined by
the optical pyrometer as a function of anode current, for conditions with no filament
power applied. Also shown in Figure 5-4 is a theoretical curve determined from the
use of the Richardson equation for the temperature limited emission from a thermionic
cathode. The Richardson equation is matched to the curve of experimental data
at 1500 ° brightness temperature (the corresponding absolute temperature which
goes into the equation is 1893°). The slopes of the two curves are closely matched.
Figure 5-5 shows the cathode brightness temperature and anode
voltage as a function of relative magnetic field, or more precisely, as a function of
relative magnetomotive force which is directly proportional to the current in the
magnet solencdd. The anode voltage that must be imposed upon the magnetron to
maintain anode current flow is proportional to the magnetic field across the inter-
action area of the magnetron. Figure 5-5 is a good demonstration not only of the
independence of filament temperature from the magnetic field but also from power
input to the tube since the input power is equal to the product of the anode voltage
and the anode current. It should be noted that the data on cathode temperature
1980018286-072
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cannot be determined by eye to better than 5 to 10°C so that the unchanging level
of the data points indicates that the temperat_.,_,: has not changed enough to be
perceptible to the eye.
It will be noted that the brightness temperatures in Figure 5-5 for
a given value of anode current are somewhat higher than in Figure 5-4, One of
the contributing factors to this may be that while the data of Figure 5-4 was
obtained without any auxiliary heater power, the data obtained for 5-5 was with
22 watts of heater power or about 55_ of the amount that is normally supplied to the
tube in its microwave oven application. The increase in cathode temperature at
300 milliamperes of current at the higher magnetic field may be caused by gaseous
poisoning of the cathode as discussed in Section 5.6.
Figure 5-6 indicates the independence of the cathode temperature
from the microwave loading (external Q) of the tube over a range of nearly three
to one as determined by the locking range since it was inconvenient to make loaded
Q measurements. The most heavily loaded point is the one corresponding to the
largest locking range. It corresponds to higher circuit and overall efficiency
as indicated by the relative microwave power output.
5.3 Correlation of Operating Temperature with the Richardson-Dushman
E'-quat]_on_or primary,Emissiol_ .......
One of the characteristics of a carburized thoriated tungsten cathode
is that it has very little secondary emission and can therefore be treated to a first
approximation as a primary emitting cathode. Under these conditions the cathode
must operate at a temperature sufficiently high to at least supply the anode
current in the magnetron. If the anode current is increased then the cathode
must operate at a higher temperature to supply the additional current.
Under these circumstances it is of interest to determine how closely
the experimentally observed relationship between observed cathode tomperature and
5-11 :,
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anode current is predicted by the Richardson-Duahman equation which gives the
relationship between saturated thermal emission current and the absolute temp-
erature of the cathode.
Js = Ao T2e -k-_T, where (5-I)
Js = Saturated thermal emission current density in A/cm 2
:- Ao =Dushmants constant; the theoretical value is 120.4/cm2deg 2
i T = TemperatUre in detcrees Kelvin
e = 2.71828
= True work function in electron volts
k - Boltzmann_s constant = 8.6xIO-SeV/OK
In the case with which we are concerned, the actual value of Ao
may be considerably different than the theoretical value, and the effective area
of the emitting surface of the filament is not accurately known. Because we are
primarily interested in comparing the slopes of the experimentally observed anode
current versus cathode temperature with the theoretical prediction of the equation,
we will rewrite the expression (5-1) as follows:
I1 = I_T2 e _k_l (5-2)
where I1 is the measured current at observed temperature T 1 and K is a proportionality
constant which we will solve for and assume to be constant subsequent use of (5-2)
with other temperatures T. From Figure 5-4 we have the point of data at which I1
is 0.190 amperes and T 1 is 1.893 ° Kelvin (after using Figure 5-2 to convert from
the observed brightness temperature of 1500 ° centigrade to 1893 ° Kelvin). The
value of 2.85 that is used for the work function is that generally accepted for the
oarburized thortated tungsten cathode. When Chs 1893 ° K value of temperature
and work function are inserted into equation (5-2) the value of K is computed to
be 1.99.
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This value was used for determining the emission as a function of j
brightness temperature from 5-2 and the resulting relationship was plotted in
Figure 5-4. It may be seen that there is a close correspondence between slopes of _i
the observed relationship and that predicted by the Richardson-Dushman equation.
Although we are prlr_arily interested in comparing the slopes of the
experimental and theoretical relationships it may be of interest to make an estimate
of the effective cathode emission area and solve for the A o in equation (5-1) to i
see how well this value agrees with typical values reported in the literature. An J
effective emission area of 1.0 square centimeters is estimated. With previously
used values of emission current of 0.190 amperes and of the temperature of 1893°K,
the value of Ao is 1.99/cm2deg 2. This value is within the range of commonly
observed values for the carburized thoriated tungsten cathode (the theoretical
value is never achieved).
Another set of data that may be useful is derived from using the
magnetron as a simple cylindrical diode without any magnetic field present, Under
these circumstances the current varies as the 3/2 power of the anode voltage
because of space charge limitations until the emission from the cathode becomes
temperature limited. This data is shown in Figure 5-7 and indicates that a filament
temperature in the range of 1525 ° is necessary to reach a value of anode current
in the range of 200 to 250 milliamperes.
5.4 A Review of the Engineering Background on the Life of the Carburized
Thoriated Tungsten Cathode Including Experlmentai Data
This section reviews some of the extensive engineering background
that exists on the carburized thoriated tungsten cathode and experimental data
that has been accumulated. The Machlett company was helpful in both selecting
key articles in the literature and also _n supplying life test information on
carburized thoriated tungsten cathodes that have been used in high power negative
grid tubes of comparable power rating to that of the proposed magnetron for SPS
use.
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From this material and the observed behavior of the thoriated
tungsten cathode in the microwave oven magnetron a very good case can be made
for a carburized thoriated tungsten cathode that will last fifty to 100 years in a
magnetron in the SPS application. In addition to the low operating temperature
that can be designed into the filament, the SPS application contains an unusually
favorable set of other operating conditions for ensuring the long life of a filamentary
type cathode: (1) there is no current flow through the filament except for short
periods of time during start up operations; (2) the zero-g condiflo_ eliminates ,_
the sag problem that can occur in terrestrial applications; (3) there should be ..... J
no mechanical shock; (4) the input power and match to the microwave antenna
is always carefully controlled; and (5) the vacuum conditions are either inherently
very good or can be made so by appropriate measures.
The technical argument for such long life is based upon data that
are given in W.H. Kohl's 'Ylandbook of Materials and Techniques for Vacuum Devices",
Reinhold Publishing Corporation, and upon references given there which have been
researched. According to experts at Machlett Corporation the Ayer Reference
"High-power industrial vacuum tubes having thoriated tungsten filaments" AIEE
Trans., 72, Pt. 1, 121-125 (May 1953) is an authoritative reference. As shown
in the attached illustration Ayer shows life of up to 75,000 hours at a temperature
of 2000 ° Kelvin, and three times that at a temperature of 1950 °, as shown in
Figure 5-8.
The predicted life data of 75,000 hours in Figure 5-8 are based upon
observed life times in excess of 30,000 hours at 2000 degrees Kelvin, and an
extrapolation to 75,000 hours based upon the recognition that it is the decarburization
of the cathode which limits life and that the reservoir of carbu_ized material and
therefore the life of the cathode is proportional to the thickness of the carbv.rized
layer and therefore to the diameter of the wire,
Other data, shown in 5-9 and taken from R. B. Ayer "Use of
Thoriated Tungsten Filaments in Transmitting Tubes", Proceedings of I.R.E._
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Volume 40, May 1982, Pages 891-94, indicate the reduction in carburized material
as a function of temperature. As shown in Figure 5-9 a reduction of 80 Celsius
degrees decreases the loss by a factor of 3 and therefore increases the life by a
factor of S. An extrapolation of this data to lower operating temperatures would
provide a factor nf 9.7 in increased life if the temperature were reduced to 1880°.
If the factor of 27 is used to multiply the 7.5,000 hour life shown in Figure 8-8,
the resulting predicted life is 230 year._ The corresponding predicted life for
!. 1900°K and 1980OK, are 77 years, and 9.6 years, respectively.
i
_- Now good ts the information in Figure 5-9 in predicting the life of
carburized thortated tungsten cathodes? It is surprisingly _ood, as the experimental
data to be presented indicates.
Table 5-1 presents data on 12 high voltage, medium-power ML649.1F
and ML8541 trioC_es that show individual lifetimes of up to 86,930 hours or over ten
years of contim,ous running in the WWVCW time signal station of the Bureau of
Standards. The twelve tubes had a total running time of 880,000 hours with no i_
failures, h_ checking with WWVto see if there were additional hours of running
time, I was told that the equipment had been retired in 1968 and disposed of so
the end-of-life of these tubes was never determined.
However, it is k_.own that the low operating temperatures played
i an important part in the life of these tubes. The expected lifetimes of these
i cathodes, which utilized a wire diameter of 0.038" which was 20%carburized, would
be 13,000 hours if run at _000° Kelvin according to Figure 5-7. However, they were
run at a reduced temperature of approximately 1900o Kelvin. According to an
extrapolation of the Ayer data, the life would thereby be increased by a factor of
ten, to 150,000 hours. The running times that were obtained without fatlurewere
therefore consistent with that number.
/
This experimental data can be applied to the life expectation of
a filament type cathode that could be designed for a magnetro_ o_ amplitron foe the _i
SPS application. The filament could be made from 0,080" diameter wire whose cross
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TABLE 5-1 1
Hours Life Original
Transmitter Tube Serial Tube As Of Installation
Frequency Type Number Position 11-1-65 Date**
5 Me ML-6421F 428425 RFL 71,975 5-7-56
ML-6421F 426798 RFR 71,975 5-7-56
ML-6421F 425856 ML 77,284 7-13-55
ML-6421F 425857 MR 77,284 7-13-55
15 Mc ML-6421F 428330 RFL 68,025 10-18-56
ML-6421F 425611 RFR 68,025 10-18-5_,
ML-5541 410244 ML 86,930 10-09-53
ML- 5541 410108 MR 86,930 10-09- 53
10 Mc ML-6421F 426800 RFL 70,460 4-05-56
ML-6421F 428328 RFR 70,460 4-05-56
ML-6421F 426791 ML 72,100 12-14-55
ML-6421F 426801 MR 72,100 12-14-55
Legend: RFL -- Radio Frequency, Left ML -- Modulator, Left
RFR-- Radio Frequency, Right MR -- Modulator, Right
General Operating Conditions per Tube
Fiament Volts* Plate Volts Plate Amperes
Modulator - 6421 6.0 A.C. 6000 D.C. 0.1
5541 5.3 A.C. 6000 D.C. 0.1
Radio Frequency 6.0 A.C. 6000 D.C. 0.9
Modulators have static current of 0.1 Amps, They are pulsed with
a 5 cycle burst of 1000 cycles once per second and voice and
telegraphic code announcements for approximately 30 seconds out
of each 5 minutes.
* Filaments operate within _+ 0,1 volts
** There have been no tube failures in this g_oup of thoriated-
_ tungsten filament tubes. All original thoriated-tungsten tubes
are still in operation.
!
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se__*ion could be 50_ carburized. If this cathode were run at the same temperature
of 1900 ° Kelvin, the life expectancy would be 700,000 hours or over 70 years, ff
decerburization of the cathode wex_e the failure mechanism, as it usually is in
tube with a good vacuum.
There ;4 no comparable life data on any "CW" msgT, trims run on a I a-
ripple power supply at low cathode temperatures. Because of the leek of such data,
we might worry about the potential depletion of the thorium on the surface of the
cathode caused by eleetsxm bombardment. ,u,._wever, work performed by Danforth*
indicates the desorption of thorium on the cathode _-,Jrfaee was not affected at _II
by _leetron bombardment.
* I tom Dan_orth, W.B., _Deacriptlen of a Thorium Monolayer", Advances in Electron
Tube Technology, Sleter D., ED., Proc. of Fifth National Conference, Sept. 1960,
N.Y., pp 143-146, Pergammon Press, New York, IC_1.
"v."e turn now to the subject of desorption by electron bombardment. This matter
was prev',oualy reporteJ upo. "_ Mereh of 1959 at the M.I.T. Conference on
Physical Electrons at which time we had concluded that bombardment of the
monolayer by electrons of 350 V _nergy or less did not remove adsorbed thoriwn
atoms at e rate which we could detect. We calculated at that time if any ]esorptlon
of this kind existed it was too small to be of any importance in the matter of
thorium dispenser cathodes. Since that report we have carried the experiment
further, using the tube of Figure 1, and I am now able to speak even more
aseuringly in this matter of eleetr(m desorption of the thorium layer. Using the
tube shown, we were able to continue the t)ombardment for a total of 80 A hr/em 2.
And it is con-_luded that such desorption as might exist must have been less than
4x10nl electrons removed per bombarding electron. This total bombardment of
80 A hr/cm 2 is of the order of magnitude of the total bombardment which might
be experienced in reasonable life of a CW magnetron. And during this period
the number of atoms/oN 2 remov,,A,, if any, was_ not moz*e than 1011 or a very
small fraction of one complete monolayor. It may therefore be concluded that
removal of electrons by bombardment is of no practical imp, _.tance even though
the cathode concerned be a single and non-raplenished layer of thorium atoms.
I', praetic_l cases tde loss of thorium by electron bombardment is probably con-
siderably less than that lost either by thermal evaporation or by the residual
ion bombardment from the imperfect vacuum.
It is evidGxzt th_,_ de_orption of thorium by electron bombardment occurs at such
a small rate that it need not be considered by the cathode engineer."
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5.5 Distribution of Cathode Temperature as a FuneUon of Axial Distance
_ior;g the Cathode
!
It has been observed that at a fixed value of anode current, the
resistance of the cathode of the microwave oven n_gnetro, during operation re- •I
mains nearly unehang_l as the power from the external heater supply is
from zero power to the level at which it is operated in the microwave oven appliesti(m.
The constant resistance implies that the esthode temperature remains the same and
that is consistent with the observation that there is an automatic mechanism chat
supplies the cathode with just enough baekbombardment power to heat the cathode
hot enouffh to supply the primary emls_,1. However, it is well known that the
use of external heater power makes the tube have a large amount of background ]
noise. It had been assumed ea_Zier that the external heater power resulted in a
much higher cathode temperature and that it was the excess number of electrons
that were emitted that produced the noise.
Although the cathode resistance measurements are an indirect method of
indieat;ng that the e_thode temperature as a whole has not changed, direct measure-
ments by the optical pyrometer eonrx_m that there is little difference in cathode
temperature between external heater power all the way off and all the way on. It
therefore appears that there is a more subtle mechanism having to do with
temperature distribution along the cathode that leads to noise when the heater
power is turned on.
The purpose of this section is to document observations of distrlbu__-':.
of temperature along the cathode with the tube operating normally w_h the external
source of filament power turned off, ar.d with the tube not operating at all but wlth
the external heater power turned on. Unfortunately, no data were taken in the
axial distribution of temperature with the external source of filament power on and
the tube operating. The data that were taken are shown in Figure 5-10.
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Several things may be noted from the data. The first of these is
that there were two sets of data taken for the tube operating and the external
source of heater power removed. The two sets of data were taken at two different
times, separated by eight days and the higher temperature of the second set may
reflect a deteriorat/on or poisoning of the filament, as discussed further in Section
5.6. However, both of these sets of data show a much higher temperature gradient
from the center of the filament to the ends than if only external heater power is
supplied to the tube.
In the case of the tube operating on backbombardment alone, the
temperature of the two center turns of the filament is considerably hotter than
the adjacent turns, - so much so that with the use of the Richardson-Dushman
relationship of Figure 5-4 the emission from the center turns would be double that
from the adjacent turns and four to six times that of the next turns. This
distribution suggests that most of the magnetron operation occurs necr the center
of the tube, when backbombardment alone heats the cathode. However, when
external heater power is applied, the end turns are relatively hotter, and this
has the effect of providing more primaln/ emission from the end turns of the
filament.
5.6 Observations of the Impact of Cathode Poisoning. upon Cathode
Operating Temperature arid Tube Efficiency
An unexpected and to some extent an unwelcome experience with the
tubes that had windows in them for optical viewing of the filament was that the
tubes were "gassy". By that is meant that the tubes had a large amount of residual
gas in them. The unwelcome experience was that the gas would poison the cathode
so that after a peri,_d of operation the tube performance would deteriorate, and
the tube would have to go through a "soak" in which the filament is kept hot
but no anode current is drawn. During the soak the gas is driven from the
cathode and deposited on the unode surface from which it diffuses into the copper
for a short distance. When the tube is operated again the anode heats up slightly
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and the ps again migrates to the cathode to recycle the poisoning. It _as later
observed that the tube on which data was taken and which will be reported upon
in this section has an unflashed Setter. The purpose of the getter when flashed
is that it absorbs most of this residual gas.
However, the observation of what happens to the temperature of
the cathode, the efficiency, and the anode voltage as a function of time during
the operation of the tube is of considerable interest. As shown in Figure 5-11,
the tube after a "soak" period operates with a nearly constant filament temperature
which is quite low and the efficiency is high. However, as time proceeds portions
of the filament are pcdsoned by the gas so that the remainder of the cathode must
supply the emission and it can only do so if the filament is hotter. The automatic
mechanism of the tube then causes the baekbombardment power to increase to heat
the cathode to a higher temperature. The anode voltage then starts to increase
and the effleieney decreases, caused in part by the additional beckbombardment
power that is needed. The deterioration process then increases rapidly and
finally a point is reached where the tube can no longer sustain itself with the
increased baekbombardment powor required and the tube ceases to operate.
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and the gas again migrates to the cathode to recycle the poisoning. It was later
observed that the tube on which data was taken and which will be reported upon
in this section has an unflashed getter. The purpose of the getter when flashed
is that it absorbs most of this residual gas.
However, the observation of what happens to the temperature of
the cathode, the efficiency, and the anode voltage as a function of time during
the operation of the tube is of considerable interest. As shown in Figure 5-11,
the tube after a "soak" period operates with a nearly constant filament teml.-erature
which is quite low and the efficiency is high. However, as time proceeds portions
of the filament are poisoned by the gas so that the remainder of the cathode must
supply the emissio_ and it can only do so if the filament is hotter. The automatic
mechan/°_ of the tube then causes the backbombardment power to increase to heat
the cathode to a higher temperature. The anode voltage then starts to increase
and the efficiency decreases, caused in part by the additional backbombardment
power that is needed. _The deterioration process then increases rapidly and
finally a point is reached where the tube can no longer sustain itself with the
increased backbombardment power required and the tube ceases to operate.
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6.0 OPERATION OF THE MICROWAVE OVEN MAGNETRON AT HIGH EFFICIENCY
AND POWER LEVEL
6.1 Introduction and Engineering Approach to High Efficiency,
This section is devot_'d to special tests that were run on a microwave
oven magnetron in an attempt to maximize the efficiency output of the tube. The
maximum overall efficiency that was obtained was 81.7%. The corresponding DC
to microwave conversion efficiency was computed to be 87.5% after making allowance
for losses caused by circuit inefficiency and backbombardment power for heating
the cathode, since no external filament power source was use_. Special test
arrangements and procedures were used to maximize the confidence in the accuracy
of the ei'ficienc_ measurement.
High efficiency is of great importance in microwave power transmission
applications in space where the inefficiency of operation is of primary concern
because i_ represents heat that has to be disposed of by radiation into space,
which requires a large expanse and mass of radiating surface.
Although there are many factors which can degrade the efficiency
of crossed-field devices and have to be considered, it has been found necessary
to operate them at high magnetic fields to maximi_e the efficiency. This is in
accord with theory which indicates that the conversion efficiency of DC power
into microwave power, n, should follow the relationship :
2B
-2
Vh _ Vo Bo (6-1)
T1 = m
Vn 2B - 1
B o
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where Vh Is the operating voltage, B is the applied magnetic field, and Vo and
B o are magnetr_n design parameters. The relationship between the four parametea.s
is:
/
Vh = Vo (2B/B ° -I) (6-2)
In the microwave oven magnetron Vo is 464 volts and B o is 384 i
gauss. A typical operating value of B is 1760 gauss which results in an operating i
voltage of 3800 volts. The corresponding theoretical DC to microwave conversion
efficiency as given by 6-1 is 88_. To obtain the overall efficiency of the tube, the
conversion efficiency must be adjusted for the amount of microwave power that is
lost in _upplying energ_ to backheat the cathode and for the circuit losses inside
the tube. But obviously the overall efficiency will be higher if the DC to rf !
conversion efficiency is higher and this can be theoretically achieved by operating
at a higher magnetic field. Doubling the magnetic field, for example, would
increase the theoretical coltversion efficiency from 88_ to 94_.
For several practical reasons microwave oven magnetrons are not
operated with such high values of magnetic field, but in an application of
microwave power transmission, where the highest efficiency is of great importance,
operation at these high fields is of great into-_'est. In the SPS application, for
example, it is the inefficiency that is of prime interest since this represents
heat that mu_*. be dissipated by direct radiation into space, as previously mentioned.
An 80_ efficient tube, for example, will have to dissipate 2.25 times as much
power as a 90_ efficient tube to radiate the same amount of rf power. Examining
the efficiency of the microwave oven magnetron at higher magnetic fields was
therefore felt to be of importance in enlal, gtng the data bank of information related
to microwave power transmission systems.
6-2
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6.2 Test Arrangements and Test Results
To carry out this test, a Raytheon magnetron was stripped of its
permanent magnets, fitted with a water jacket, and placed into a solenoid
magnet so that the magnetic field could be varied. A region of high magnetic
field and accompanying high voltage operation was explored with the result that
overall efficienetes of as high as 81.7_ were achieved. These higher efficiencies
were obtrdned with operating voltages as high as 7500 volts, plate currents as high
as 600 milliamperes, and power outputs in excess of three kilowatts. The data
in graph form is shown in Figure 6-1. Data is given in tabular form for the
highest value of magnetic field employed in Table 6-1.
Special arrangements for measuring output power and dissipated
power were made because confidence in efficiency measurements is always a cause
for concern in measurements of this type. Confidence in the use of directional
couplers and power meters alone is impaired by the accuracy of calibration which
for a 50 dB coupler is no better than _+2_, and by their frequency sensitivity, '.
particularly to ,my harmonics.. The other approach of measuring the temperature
rise of a given volume of water flowing through a thermocouple bridge depends
upon an accurate measurement of the water fiow, as well as upon the calibration
of the thermocouple output in terms of temperature rise. However, the method
is insensitive to small amounts of power at other frequencies. Thus, by flowing
the water in series through the water load and through a water Jacket surrounding
the tube, the ratio of useful power output to dissipated power in the tube can
be obtained independent of the rate of water flow and independent of errors in
the temperature calibrating equipment, if the thermocouple bridges are calibrated
with the same equipment. This method is shown schematically in Figure 6-2.
Becsuse this method measures the useful microwave power output
as well as the dissipated power, it is possible to add these powers and check
their sum against the amount of DC power into the maguetron. This check, of
course, depends upon an accurate measurement of water flow and such secondary
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factors as the difference in temperalP_re of the cooling water used in the experiment
and that used to calibrate the thermocouplea, Since the output of the thermooouples _
is slightly non-linear with respect to temperature. The error caused by the temp-
erature difference in this ease was appx_Jdmately 1.51 hi the direction that minindzed
the power measurement. After a correction of 1.51 was made, the tots/ power out-
put balanced the total power input to within lq. The DC cutn'ent and DC voltage
were read digits/ly to better than 0. lq and the voltage and current readings were
calibrated by the Standa_s Depa_ent to within 0. $_.
The set of numbers taken from Table 6-1 for a typical high efficiency
measurement follows:
• Operating current = 0.601 amperes
• Operating voltap = V462 volts
• DC power input = 4464 watts
• Power measured in water load - 3589 watts
• Power dissipated in mallietr_n cooling jacket = 803 watts
• Total measured power output (3589 plus 903) = 4392 watts
• Measured power output corrected for ooolL_lg water temperature =
439_x1.015 = 4458 watts .r_
,!
1
..+4
If the efficiency is computed as }
Power in Water Load
Power in Water Load + Dissipated Power (6-I)
then effldency = 3589, : 81.2_.
3589 + 803
PT-5613
The power balance is defined as
Measured Dc Power Input - Measured Total Power Output
:Measured DC Power Input (6-2)
4484- 4458
= 0.0058 = 0.58_
4484
The combined circuit efficiency of the magnetron and the external coupling
transition into the water load as seen at the water load flange and as carefully
measured by standing wave detector was found to be 94.8_. The corresponding
electronic efficiency of the tube would therefore be 81.7/94.8 or 86_.
Electronic efficiency defined in this fashion absorbs the energy
required to heat the cathode to the proper emission temperature, since there was _,
no source of externat heater power during these measurements. ALl the power
required to heat the cathode comes from microwave energy and must therefore
be equated to at least that amount of rf energy. Th6 estimated power to heat
the cathode is estimated to be 50 watts, which represents at least 1.5_ of the
microwave power generated so that the conversion efficiency of DC power into
microwave power is at least 87.5_.
This 87.5_ efficiency is considerably lower than would be predicted
from the relatively high magnetic field that was used. The Vh/V o ratio was
16.4, which would indicate a theoretical efficiency of 93.85. While a theoretical
number is always open to question, it is a fact that a commercially available
magnetron operating at 915 MHz _nd with about the same Yh/V o ratio exhibits
a DC power to rf power conversion efficiency of 93_.
This "missing" 6_ of conversion efficiency in the microwave oven
magnetron is not a new discovery; more than this amount of conversion efficiency
seems to be missing at the normal operating point of the tube. This is shown
}
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in Figure 6-3, where the theoretical DC to rf conversion efficiency and several
experimentally observed points are plotted as a function of the B/B o ratio.
Also shown in Figure 6-3 is the 8684 magnetron in which 93_ DC
to microwave conversion efficiency has been observed. The 8684 magnetron is
unusual in that the observed efficiency agrees with the predicted efficiency.
In general, as shown in Figure 6-3 the observed efficiency of various crossed-
field devices is below the theoretical efficiency. The microwave oven magnetron
at its normal operating value of magnetic field is considerably below the theoretical.
It is not the primary function of this contract to examine the causes
of ineffici,.ncy or to attempt to improve the efficiency by changing the tube design.
However, it is known from other sources that the microwave field pattern in
the cathode to anode interaction area of the microwave oven tube has a considerable
amount of the type of contamination that has been correlated with efficiency
degradation in other magnetron types.
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7.0 DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND EVALUATION OF A THIN-METAL
LOW-COST, LOW-LOSS S-BAND SLOTTED WAVEGUIDE ARRAY.
7. I Introduction
There is general agreement that the best approach to the trans-
mitting antenna portion of a microwave power transmission system is an active
array that is composed of modules whose output phase is orchestrated by means
of the retrodireetive array principle. Until recently the cost of such an array
has been difficult to estimate and this situation had been a deterrent to planning
activity associated with applications of microwave power transmission. It is now
clear that the microwave power generation portion of the tranmitter can use the
microwave oven magnetron, whose cost and that of the associated DC power supply
can be accurately estimated. However, there had been a very broad range of
estimates on the cost of the slotted waveguide antenna modules because it was
not known how they would be fabricated. It is believed that problem has now
been resolved with the development that will be discussed in this section.
Fortunately the method of fabrication indicates that the cost of the slotted wave-
guide array will be on the low side or even below the previous lowest estimates
for the array.
The development that will be discussed in this section may be
considervd s joint effcrt of JPL and the Raytheon Co. The electrical design
of the slotted waveguide array module is essentially that of JPL. The basic
faD@.cation method is one that Raytheon had previously conceived and which had
been pursued to the point of some preliminary forming of the thin sheet metal
which is a basic feature of the fabrication.
Tests of the finished product were made by both Raytheon and JPL.
Lacking an antenna test range that could be made available for testing the
antennas, the Raytheon approach consisted of a special arrangement in which the
phase and the amplitude of the output of each slot was measured in the immediate
7-1
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area of the slot. From this data an estimate of scatter losses of 2.5_ could be
made based upon the 8.996 value of the mean square plmse deviation. The SPL
tests consisted of field patterns obtained on their test range, Although the J
field patterns were quite symmetrical, the predicted gain was considerably less
than expected. Judged on the basis of gain alone the efficiency was only 70_.
Several causes for this low efficiency were subsequently considered.
One suggested cause was the edge effects of the array so that it could not be
treated as a uniformly illuminated area equal to the physical dimensions of the array.
Another was that the energy scattered by the array was considerably lsrger than
the Raytheon data would indicate, reflecting doubt as to the validity of the Raytheon
testing approach - certainly a possibility. A third was that the I2r losses in the
array as constructed were much higher than anticipated.
This latter suggestion was made at the SPS workshop in Houston
and although primarily pointed at losses that might occur in that particular array
because of its welded construction, there was the impression left in the minds of
some that the 9896 slotted waveguide efficiency given in the overall efficiency
budget of the SPS microwave power transmission system might be highly suspect.
For this reason a special test was run at Raytheon in which the heating losses
caused by any skin losses in the antenna were actually measured. That test
and the results which indicated that the losses were well less than 2% are
included in this section.
7.2 Basic Approach to the Fabrication Method
The proposed method for slotted waveguide array fabrication is
shown in Figure 7-1. The design consists basically of a folded top plate whose
corrugations contribute the three sides of the waveguide and a bottom into which
the radiating slots are punched. The two sections then flow together and are
joined to each other either by resistance spot welding or by laser beam welding
to form the finished assembly shown in Figure 7-1.
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7.0 DESIGN, CONSTRUCTION, AND EVALUATION OF A THIN-METAL
LOW-COST, LOW-LOSS S-BAND SLOTTEDWAVEGUIDE ARRAY.
7.1 Introduction
There is general agTeement that the best app1"oach to the trans-
! mitting antenna potion of a microwave power transmission system is an active
array that is composed of modules whose output phase is orchestrated by means
of the retrodirecflve array principle. Until recently the cost of such an array
has been difficult to estimate and this situation hadbeen a deterrent to planning
activity associated with applications of microwave power transmission. It is now
clear th, t the microwave power generation pol'tion of the tranndtter can use the
microwave oven magnetron, whose cost and that of the associated DC power sup.oly
can be accurately estimated. However, there had been a very broad range of
estimates on the cost of the slotted waveguide antenna modules because it was
not known how they would be fabricated. It is believed that problem has now
been resolved with the development that will be discussed in this section.
Fortunai ,ly the method of fabrication indicates that the cost of the slotted wave-
guide array will be on the low side or even below the previous lowest estimates
for the array.
The development that will be discussed in this section may be
considered a joint effort of JPL and the Raytheon Co. The electrical design
of the slotted waveguide array module is essentially that of JPL. The basic
fabrication method is one that Raytheon had previously conceived and which had
been pursued to the point of some preliminary forming of the thin sheet metal
which is a basic feature of the fabrication.
Tests of the finished product were made by both Raytheon and JPL.
Lacking an antenna test range that could be made available for testing the
antennas, the Raytheon approach consisted of a special arrangement in which the
phase and '.he amplitude of the output of each slot was measured in the immediate
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area of the slot. From this data an estimate of scatter losses of 2.596 could be
made based upon the 8.996 value of the mean square phase deviation. The JPL
tests consisted of field patterns obtained on their test range. Although the
field patterns were quite symmetrical, the predicted gain was considerably less
than expected. Judged on the basis of gain alone the efficiency was only 70_.
Several causes for this low efficiency were subsequently considered.
One suggested cause was the edge effects of the array so that it could not 'be
treated as a uniformly illuminated area equal to the physical dimensic_ns of the array.
Another was that the energy scattered by the array was considerably larger" than
the Raytheon data would indicate, reflecting doubt as to the validi.*y of the Raytheon
testing approach - certainly a possibility. A third was that the I2r losses in the
array as constructed were much higher than anticipated.
This latter Suggestion was made at the SPS workshop in Houston
and although primarily pointed at losses that might occur in that particular array
because of its welded construction, there was the impression left in the minds of
some that the 9896 slotted waveguide efficiency given in the overall efficiency
budget of the SPS microwave power transmission system might be highly suspect.
For this reason a special test was run at Raytheon in which the heating losses
caused by any skin losses in the antenna were actually measured. That test
and the results which indicated that the losses were well less than 2_ are
included in this section.
7.2 Basic Approach to the Fabrication Method
t ,
The proposed method for slotted waveguide array fabrication is ';_
shown in Figure 7-I. The design consistsbasicallyof a folded top plate whose
corrugations contribute the three sides of the waveguide and a bottom into which _
the radiating slots are punched, The two sections then flow together and are
joined to each other either by resistance spot welding or by laser beam welding
to form the finished assembly shown in Figure 7-1.
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Figure 7-1A.
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Fi_ure 7-lB.
Figure 7-1. Proposed Method for Precision Forming and Assembly of Low-Cost,
Thin-Walled, Slotted Wavegutde Arrays for the SPS. Figure 7-1A i
shows the forming of the top and bottom section. Figure 7-113 shows
the assembly of the top and bottom.
t
'I
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The holes which _re punched into the material are spaced accurately
from each other and serve to aocurately locate the material in the bending fixture
which is also a_curately machined and ground. The holes also serve to jig the
top and bottom halves to each other for accurate assembly.
/
The method as originally proposed by the author utilized a third
piece in the assembly that joined the top and bottom at their ends as shown in
°
Figure 7-2. An improvement to simply eliminate the end plate by the upward fold i
of the end of the top and bottom pieces as shown in Figure 7-1 is the suggestion I
of R.M. Dickinson. "'
]
The variation of the general fabrication procedure that was actually
used was that shown in Figure 7-2, because of commitments on tooling and material
size that had already been made. But the fabrication method as described in
Figure 7-1 appears to be superior in holding close tolerance of construction as
well as being lower in cost.
Two 8x8 (8 slots in 8 waveguides) arrays were constructed from
0.020 inch aluminum with the use of temporary tooling of a simple nature. The
1/2 inch separation between waveguides that is necessary in the forming process
and which has become attractive ss a region in which to mount solid state devices
and through which to run cables made it necessary to adjust the dimensional
specifications of the JPL design which was designed for a different fabrication
method.
The slotted face plate, folded waveguide section, and the end channels
were assembled to each other by spot welding. The individual slotted waveguides
in the array are fed from a feed waveguide. Transfer of energy is made throug'-i
diagonal slots between the feed waveguide and radiating waveguides. The feed
waveguide is attacLed to the array by means of pop rivets.
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Front and back view of the finished assembly are shown in Figures
7-3 and 7-4, respectively. The az_ays are approximately 0.75 x 0.75 meters in
size. The finished weight was 3.2 kilograms (7 Ibs) or about 5.7 kilograms per
square meter.
The resulting product was structurally very stiff and strong even
though it was fabricated from 0.020" thick aluminum material which would be
considered thin by most standards, A foroe-deflechon curve was performed on
an assembly that was two waveguide sections wide. The waveguide "beam" was
supported at both ends with the supports 29" apart. The structure was then
point loaded at the center with the resulting force deflection curve shown in
Figure 7-5. A maximum deflection of 0.130 cm was obtained with the center
point loading of 34.5 kflot_ams. This same deflection would also eccur with a
total distributed loading of 55.2 kilograms or 368 KG/m 2 (56 Ib/ft2). The maximum
deformation would correspond to only 4.1 _ grees of phase shift in the radiated
power, and it is difficult to imagine a distributed loading equal to 56 lbs per square
foot on a Flat surface parallel to the earth's surface ( the orientation for use in a
microwave powered atmospheric platform or for powering a spacecraft from a
location near the earth's equator).
7.3 The Electrical Desilrn and Its Development
The electrical design of the slotted waveg_flde array is based upon
the JPL design as shown in Figure 7-6. This design in turn had been sealed
(with s,Jme changes) from a JPL X-band design that had been built and tested.
At the time the 2.45 GHs design was sent to Raytheon, JPL had not yet constructed
a model. The design shown in Figure 7-0 would have been used directly for
; the unit fabricated at Raytheon except that the method of fabrication required
a one-half inch aspa_'ation between the wave_puide sticks to permit bonding the
top slotted plate to the folded wavegnide saetion. This difference in fabrication
techniques made it necessary to change the width of the feed waveguide section.
The significant dimensions of the two designs are shown in Table 7-1. The
dimensions that are different in the Raytheon design are underlined, i
!
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Figure 7-5. Load deflection curve for section of slotted wavegutde
array made fv_,, 0.020 _ material and spot welded together.
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TABLE 7-1
i Ite___.mm Description 0rik, inal JPL Design .Raytheon Design
a Interior Rsdlating Guide Width 3.240" 3.240"
Interior Feed Wsveguide Width 3.240" _. 127"
b Interior Guide Height 1.440" 1.440"
c r Short Spacing 1.800" 1.800"
d Slot Displacement 0.331" O. 331"
£R Slot Length in Radiating Guide 2.274" 2.274" |
Slot Length in Feed Wavcguide 2.342" 2.396" i£F
_ s r Slot Spacing 3.600" 3.600"
' W Slot Width 0.1875" 0.1875"
! tf Radiating Face Thickness 0.1875" 0.020".
t B Rear Face Thickness 0.1875" 0.020"
t w Internal Wall Thickness 0. 360" 0.540" *
O Feed Slot Tilt 26° 18°
* Includes the spacing of 0.500" between waveguide sections and two wall
thicknesses of 0.020" each.
!
b¸
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Aside from the change in the width of the feed waveguide, the
difference in the thickness of the stock in which the radiating slots were cut
was probably the most significant dimensional change from an electrical point of
view. The slot length was not changed but subsequent measurements indicated
that the slot was not resonant but had a substantial reactive component. One
measurement _as derived from physically terminating a waveguide standing wave
detector with a plate with the radiating slot cut into it. These measurements
indicated that the resonant frequency of the slot was 2650 and not 2450, and that
therefore the slot should be 0.180" longer. It indicated that the reactive component
was equal to the resistive component. Another measurement was made of the
impedance of the outboard slot (furthest away from the feed waveguide) of the
radiating waveguide by probing the standing wave pattern through a series of
probe holes drilled in the wavegutde, and noting both phase and amplitude in-
formation to make a polar coordinate plot from which the minimum and the standing
wave ratio could be accurately ascertained. This measurement gave a ratio of
reactive to resistive component of approximately one half. The measurements
do not agree and both are subject to measurement error, but both indicate that
the slot should be longer.
The resulting reactive load of the w_veguide radiating stick presented
at the coupling slot between the teed waveguide and the radiating waveguide may
have impacted the JPL design values of the angle of the coupling slot and its
length. Because it had been anticipated that there could be d change in the
angle and length of the coupling slot, the first engineering model of the array
was equipped with slotted plates that could be rotated between the teed waveguide
and the radiating waveguides as shown in Figure 7-7. A substantial effort was
made to find the combination of slot length and rotational angle to establish the
desired slot resistance of 0.25 Zo and to minimize the reactive component. The
result of this study is shown in Figure 7-8. This data was reviewed and a
decision made to set the slot rotation at 18° avd to make the slot 2. 396" long.
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Figure 7-8. Impedance as seen at the center line of coupling slot looking into
radiating waveguide as a function of coupling slot rotation and
length of coupling slot. Feed waveguide was used as standing
wave detector. All coupling slots in feed waveguidc were sealed
off to set shorting plunger at end of feed waveguide to produce _1
a minimum at center of outboard coupling slot. The shorting tape t
was then removed from the outboard coupling slot and the measure- t
ments made as shown above. Holes in the feed waveguide cover
plate that were used to obtain standing wave information are shown
in Figure 7-7. Phase information as well as amplitude information
was taken when the probe was inserted into the holes to obtain
accurate minimum data from plotting phase and amplitude inform-
ation on polar coordinate paper. Impedance values above have
been normalized to the 50 ohm Smith chart paper, Actual values,
of course, are related to the characteristic impedance of the feed
waveguide.
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Although the testing of the 8x8 array had begun with exciting it I
ifrom one end as shown in Figure 7-7, the arrangement was soon changed to excite
the array at the middle which had been the eventual goal. Although some
dissymmetry of excitation of the two waveguide radiators in the immediate vicinity of
the waveguide T junction was expected, the dissymmetry, if there, is relatively
i. minor.
7.4 Testin_ Methods and Test Results for the Finished Arrays
As indicated in the Introduction (7.1) tests of the finished product
were made by both Raytheon and JPL. The Raytheon testing method and results
will be discussed in considerable detail. The JPL tests were made on their antenna
range and are included for comparison purposes and documentation.
The Raytheon method that was used for testing the completed
arrays originated in response to a need to evaluate the phase and amplitude of
the power coming out of each radiating slot in the face of the antenna during
the early development phase of the project. The measurement technique is discussed
in conjunction with Figure 7-9. The method consists basically of the use of a dipole
probe that is visually centered on the slot at a fixed physical distance from it.
Readings from the probe are insensitive to any reasonable departure (say a
three millimeter deviation) from a visual centering and separation distance, although
critical, is kept constant in the sequence of slot measurements by means of a
piece of styrofoam placed under the supporting coaxial feedline. Readings can be
repeated to within a probable error of one degree in phase and 296in amplitude.
The validity of the technique was studied to some degree. There
is apparently no gross impact of an error signal that might be introduced by
an rf signal picked up from other slots and feeding up to the dipole through
the supporting line. This conclusion was reached after placing aluminum tape
over all of the slots immediately adjacent to the one being measured but leaving
i I: f
r several slots open immediately below the support rod for the probe as shown
i in Figure 7-10. Measurements of the l_robe pickup were taken with the arrange-
i
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i Figure 7-9. Probe arrangement for measuring phase and amplitude of microwave
! power radiated at individual slots. Thi_ phase and amplitude sensed
_ : by the probe were compared by means of a Hewlett-Packard network
analyzer with the amplitude and phase of the power input to the
! ! single waveguide feed to the slotted waveguide array.
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j _,ure 7-10. Arrangement for choking for any error tn phase and
amplitude slot measurements introduced by rf pickup of
the support rod for probe. Data indiceted no significant
error was introduced.
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i ment shown in Figure 7-I0, and then the single slot undm.neath the p_be was
covered over. The residual pickup of the probe was found to be more than
30 dB below that received with the slot open. This experiment tends to eliminate
pickup of microwaves by the support as a source of error in the measm'ements.
The l_rge size of the dipole undoubtedly disturbs the measurement
being made but it should treat all slots the same. Using a shorte_ probe was
prevented because the output of a network analyzer was used to excite the array
directly and the probe pickup was therefore relatively weak. The full pickup
was needed to provide a reasonably smell spot size on the polar plot provided _1i_
by the network analyzer.
It was logical to use this same equipment for testing the final arrays.
The matrix array of amplitude and phase information on the first welded model
that was shipped to APL, designated Array #1, is shown in Figure 7-11.
Assuming the validity of these data, several interesting uses of them
can be made. The first of these is that the rms phase deviation of the internal
array is 6.22 degrees while the rms phase deviation of the overall array is 8.89
degrees. If the phase deviation is statistically random the inefficiency of the
internal array caused by scattering is 1.2_ while that of the overall array is 2.4_.
The rms of the amplitude variation of the internal array is 0.0628 from a mean
value of 0.627. However, it can be shown that the amplitude variation is far
from random and that indeed much of it is associated with systematic errors in
the placement of the radiating slots (originating from errors in milling the slots
in the front plate) from the center of the waveguide.
It is important to understand that the amplitude variation is related il
to voltage and not to power. The amplitude variation has to be squared in order
to compare variations in the power radiating from the slots. The amplitude was
read from the radial position of the spot on the oscilloscope of the polar coordinate
presentation on the Hewlett Packard network analyzer.
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Row_ 1 Z _ 4 5 6 7 8
1 Phase 105 100 10') /10 103 96 93 105
Amp .53 .57 !.67 .70 ,64 .61 1.6Z .62
•, L'. .........
2 Phase 104 84 80 82 91 94 79 90
Amp .61 .51 .59 .67 ,71 ,72 ,59 .40
...
3 Phase 94 80 88 89 85 85 94 106
Amp .45 .58 .63 .71 .64 .58 1.56 .56
4 Phase 105 79 80 73 80 89 7Z 94
Amp .61 .56 .60 .73 .73 .69 .65 .40
I
5 Phase 120 , 81 86 70 70 85 84 120
. .59 .72 . .52 .58 .50Amp 50 .60 68
i _tN
6 Phase 96 80 74 83 92 90 79 91
Amp .60 .53 .57 .68 .72 .69 .60 .39
i i tl
7 Phase 89 73 83 82 80 86 91 104
Amp .4 L) .60 .67 .69 .61 .b0 .54 .55
8 Phase 100 86 90 96 88 160
Amp .59 .60 .53 .63 .70 .57 .45
Overall array is an 8x8 matrix
"Internal"array is a 6x6 matrix
Coupling slots between feed waveguide and radiating waveguides are
2. 396 inches long and are rotated to an angle of 18° from the feed
waveguide longitudinal axis.
Test data obtained by dipole probe placed on front of each radiating slot.
RMS of phase deviation of internal array is 6.22 °.
RMS of phase deviation of overall array is 8.89 °.
RMS of amplitude variation of intex.nal array is 0.0628 from a mean
value of 0.627.
Figure 7-11. Matrix Array of Amplitude and Phase Information on Thin
Metal Slotted Array #1.
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It is interesting to observe that the variation in measurements of
amplitude from one slot to the next along the two outside waveguides is definitely
correlated with the distance of the slots from the outside edge of the array. The
data show that the outside slots radiate less power than the inside slots. The
average measured amplitude of the 8 ouside slots is 0.45 while for the inside slots
it is 0.56, or a ratio of amplitude of 1.26 and a ratio in power of 1.66. However,
it should be recognized that the dipole that is making the measurement is also
closer to the edge in one set of measurements than it is in the other, so the
validity of the measm'ement co_dd be involved. If the _eader wishes to refer to
a photograph to see what is meant by "inside n and "outside" slot, he should refer
to Figure 7-3 rather than Figure 7-9. The probe measuring technique is i5
illustrated with the engineering model whose inside and outside slots are transposed i
from those of Array #1 (Figure 7-3) on which the matrix measurements in Figm'e
7-11 were made.
Another observation of importance is that the amplitude of the slots
in waveguide #6 (column #S) is definitely greater then for the other guides. Here
the average value of the amplitude is 0.67 versus the average value of 0.627.
This may be caused by the lack of symmetry in the physical region of the T
junction at the center of the army. In fact, intuition would indicate that the
coupling would be less symmetrical than the measurements indicate.
It was not possible to find a correlation between the phase variation
within the internal matrix and any other parameter, such as variation in slot
length or position of the slot from the wavegutde centerline. A1).hough there
were some errors in slot length on th_ top and bottom row, the slot lengths
were very uniform within the internal matrix, and no correlation could be established.
There did not appear to be any correlation between phase and errors in position
of the slot from the center line.
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PT-5613 . 1Figures 7-12 and 7-13 are of the antenna patterns in the E and H
planes that were recorded at JPL. The measured gain was 25.42 dB as compared
with a theoretical gain of 26.9 dB for uniform illumination of the 29.6"x30.7"
maximum dimensions of the array. The effective aperture area, however, may
be considerably smaller than this. The 25.42 dB gain would be associated with
a uniformly illuminated aperture 25.4" on a side. It is of interest to note that the
distance between the centers of the end slots in each waveguide is 25.2" and the I
distance between the outside slots in waveguide #1 and waveguide #8 is 27.5".
It was also noted that the outside slots in waveguides #1 and #8 radiate appreciably
less power than do other slots, so that the array has a small amount of flhlmination
taper on it. I
!
At examination, the position of the first nulls on the graphs,
although difficult to read accurately, appears to be between ten and eleven degrees.
The theoretical nulis for the 29.6 and 30.7" maximum dimensions of the array are i
9.33 degrees and 8.99 degrees respectively, while for the 25.4" dimension that
would match the observed gain the null occurs at 10.87 degrees.
Nevertheless, there was understandable concern that the lower gain
figure could be caused by dissipative losses within the slotted array waveguide
itself. This item will be discussed in the next section.
7.5 M_.easurement of the Dissipative Loss in the Slotted Wave_utde Array
It would be difficult to imagine serious losses in the walls of a
slotted waveguide structure of the area under consideration unless there were ;_
losses at the junction of the slotted face plate to the folded waveguide section.
i
This was an early concern and one of the first items addressed in the development
of the fabrication of approach described in Section 7.1. The matter became of
concern again in an effort to account for a possible disagreement between the _
experimentally measured gain of the antenna and the theoretical gain for the
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maximum dimensions of the array. The early conce_ prompted the use of-cold
test measurements to investigate dissipative losses, while the later concern motivated
the measurement of antenna intm-nal losses by measuring the temperature rise in
a known rate of water flow that was used to cool a section of the slotted wave-
guide mltenna.
The initial measuremer_t activity on losses within the array were
made on an assembly consisting of two waveguide sticks that were assembled
together by means of machine screws and nuts. A welded but similar assembly
is shown ;n Figure 7-15. Measurements on the degree of coupling between the
two guides as a function of the spacing between the machine screws which served
to bond the slotted face plate to the folded waveguide sections were made.
The first set of measurements made on coupling between the wave-
guides was made under conditions where both were treated as resonant cavities, i
To obtain any measurable coupling, it was necessary to have both cavities at
the same resonmlt frequenc:I, and to have a reasonably good match at the input
under these conditions. The waveguide resonances were so close together that
it was possible to shift the resonance of one to coincide with that of the other by
a small distortion of the sides of the waveguide. Under these measurement
conditions, the feedthrough power was down 27 dB for a 3.0 centimete-" spacing
of the bolts on the mutual boundary, and 35 dB for a 1.5 centimeter spacing of
the bolts.
A significant finding in this aspect of the testing was that because
of the high cavity Q_s that were found to he present (approximately 10,000)'i there
could have been little radiation from the sides of the waveguides which were
left unbonded at the shorted ends of the waveguides. Leaving this point unbonded
greatly simplifies the construction procedures and is considered to be one of the
desirable features of the basic fabrication approach described in Section 7.2.
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The second set of measurements made on coupling between the
waveguides was under more normal operating conditions in which radiating slots
were present in the wavekndde receiving the input power. The input matching
arrangement was revised to provide low reflection of input power under these
new conditions. The slots in the second waveg_ide were covered over with
aluminum tape to prevent mutual coupling to the first guide. The output coupling
in the second wave_mide was a duplicate of that used on the input waveguide.
Under this new set of conditions, the feedthrough power was down 49 dB with the
use of bolts every 3;0 cm in the mutual boundary and down 60 dB with the bolts
positioned every 1.5 cm.
Finally, the metal tape was removed from the slots of the second
waveguide and the mutual coupling between the two guides determined. This
i_ was determined to be -19.8 dB.
,!
The data that were taken on the feedthrough of power from one
waveguide to the other are tabulated in Table 7-2. The quality of the input match
may be ascertained from the reflected power measurement. The resonant frequency
of the waveguide, 2443 MHz, is close to the design point of 2450 MHz.
From these measurements it may be seen that the coupling between
wave?'uide sections through the mutual boundary may be kept low if the points
of contact in the mutual bmmdary are in the range of 1.5 to 3.0 cm. The coupling
is about 40 dB less th_n that of the mutual coupling of the waveguides through
the slots in their faces. Finally it is noted from the high Q_s that were obtained
that the method of forming the waveguides by bolting a fiat top to a folded section
introduced negligible losses.
The second set of measurements having to do with dissipative losses
in the slotted waveguide were motivated by questions raised concerning the
efficiency of arrays made by this technique at the SPS microwave workshop held
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i at the Johnson Space Center on January 15 to 18, 1980. Measurements of antenna
gain made by JPL on the array sent to them by Raytheon in the spring of 197.9
were less than anticipated and could be explained only by edge effects greater
than anticipated or by internal losses in the array itself. Measurements of vari-
ations of phase and amplitude among the slots made at Raytheon, if assumed to
be valid, were not sufficient to explain the loss of gain.
The ensuing discussion took two directions to explain the loss.
One was that the waveguide array was internally lossy because of the spot welds
that were used to join the slotted face to the back of the array. The other was
that all slotted waveguide arrays are inherently lossy, and that the 98_ radiation _]
!efficiency figure utilized in the estimate of the overall efficiency of the SPS micro-
wave power transmission might be much too high. This latter consideration elevated
the importance of resolving the issue.
It was recognized that the 1/2 inch wide channel that separates the
waveguides in the array could be used as a channel for the flow of water. The rise
in temperature in this flow of water could then be usect as a means of measuring
the losses that were incurred in the waveguide radiator when normally high power
levels of operation were employed. Unfortunately, the large eight by e_ght
waveguide array was in use and could not be used for this purpose. However,
a two by eight (two waveguides with eight slots each) made with identically the
same spot welded construction and with the same spacing of the welds was
available. The measurement does not lose any of its validity if a single waveguide
radiator is used providing some allowance is made for losses in the feed waveguide.
Using a radiated power level of 480 watts, the loss measurements
that were made with refined measurement methods indicated that the internal
losses of this radiator assembly were 1.0 +_0.1_ of the radiated power, These losses
include feed waveguide losses as well as losses in the slotted wavoguide section.
It is therefore concluded that the poor efficiency of 70 to 80_ inferred from antenna
gain measurements must be caused by some other factor,
!i¸ _ • . ........ . , . _ __ _ _ , :,
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While these measurements should reaffirm faith in the use of a 985
efficiency for the slotted waveguide array, they should not be generalize_ for all
arrays and all constructions. For e._ample, the welds may indeed be a source of
loss and a continuous weld could appreciably decrease the losses. Also, the
array is small in size (30 inches x 30 inches). A much larger array would have
significantly larger internal losses because the power has to flow further before
it is radiated along the waveguide. Even this small array has a waveguide length i
long enough to account for a 0.3_ loss. i
i
i
The experiment also prodded the opportunity to operate the array
at near the power densities expected from it in actual operation for either space _
or ground arrays. For the intended SPS application each mat_etrcn would supply i
sixteen radiating slots with a total microwave power of three to five kilowatts, i
Thus, the eight slot array which we were testing should be operated at 1500 i _
watts or more of power to duplicate the space application. The array was operated _, i
with a microwave power level of 1450 watts which was approaching the upper
limit of the magnetron directional amplifier. Operation of both the array and
the magnetron directional amplifier were normal in all respects. No internal loss
measurements were made at this power level because of the glass foam load into
which it radiated and from which there would have been radiation heating of
' the slotted waveguide array caused by the elevated temperature of the load.
The general test arrangement for the experiment is shown in Figure
7-14. The detailed arrangements for exciting the slotted waveguide radiator and
attaching it to the rest of the system are shown in Figure 7-15. Figure 7-15(a)
shows the overall assembly from the feed waveguide side with the water cooled
access cover in position. The water cooling fenture was not used in the data
that will be discussed in this report. Figure 7-15(b) sbows the assembly with the
access cover removed. The standa_d 18° excitation slot that was machined into
the feed waveguide is shown. The feed waveKuide is attached with sheet metal
scre'vs to the slotted waveguide radiator. Figure 7-15(c) shows the slotted wave-
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guide radiator in position for test with the slots in the adjacer.t waveguide covered
over to eliminate the possibility of mutua! coupling. Figure 7-15(d) shows the input
matching arrangement for matching the slotted waveguide radiator to the magnetron
directional amplifier. The glass-foam load shown in the picture was used only
for checking the radiator at power levels in excess of one kilowatt. The load
was not used when loss measurements were made because of radiation of heat
from the glass-foam load to the slotted waveguide radiator.
The slotted waveguide used in the tests was a two waveguide section
assembled with forming and welding techniques identical to the eight-waveguide
section delivered to JPL and reported upon in progress report No. 9. It con-
sisted of a slotted section of 0.020 inch thick aluminum fiat stock that was
resistance welded at approximately 3/4 inch intervals to the formed 0.020 inch
thick aluminum waveguide portion. The two 29 inch lengths are separated by
a 1/2 inch wide by 1 1/2 inch deep channel. This channel was used as a water
cooling channel. A water fittingwas adapted to each end of the channel area.
The open side of the channel was sealed with a cover and RTV materialwas used
to seal allpossibleleak"areas.
A brass 1 1/2 inch x 3 inch wavegtdde sectionwith a properly
positionedmachined slotwas mated to the one waveguide section that was used
for loss measurements. One end of the feed waveguide was terminated with a
short _/2 from the center of the slottedwaveguide. A thin sheet of insulating
materialwas inserted between the brass waveguide and the unused section of
the aluminum slottedwaveguide to minimize unwanted i_eattransfer. Contact
and fasteningbetween the brass waveguide and the slottedwaveguide to be
tested was made with short selftapping screws. Pop rivets were used in the
eight waveguide sectiondelivered to JPL, Further rigiditywas ensured by
strapping the two waveguide assembliestogether. No changes in rf lossescould
be detected during low levelmicrowave testingin which the radiatingslotswere
covered over with tape and sensitivestanding wave ratiomeasurements made
while exerting torque on the junction between the slottedwaveguide and the feed
waveguide.
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Formed copper tubing for water cooling was brazed to the copper
cover plate located directly opposite the slot feed in the brass waveguide. This
cooling feature was a precautionary measure introduced to minimize heat transfer
to the aluminum waveguide from abnormally high I2r losses in the feed waveguide
caused by the high standing wave ratio occasioned by the relatively poor match
of the feed waveguide to a single waveguide radiator as contrasted to the good
match into four waveguide radiators under normal circumstances. Although it
did reduce such transfer losses, the reduction was not large and in the final tests
this auxiliary cooling feature was not used.
T_ reduce the flow of heat from the I2r losses generated in the
waveguide attached to the magnetron, non-metallic screws and gaskets were used
to join this section to the feed waveguide flange. However, after a long time delay,
heat flow across this flange di,_ appear in the measurements. In any future tests
this flow of heat would be prevented by cooling the waveguide attached to the
magnetron with water just before it entered the sump (Figure 7-14).
Extreme care was used to reduce the impact of the ambient environ-
ment upon the measurements. Of particular importance was the need to have the
temperature of the slotted waveguide radiator very close to ambient temperature
during the measurements to minimize radiative transfer losses. To help bring
this about water for the thermal measurements was stored in an open elevated
reservoir and was _tllowed to thermally stabilize to room ambient temperature. The
temperature rise in the water and there,"ore the slotted waveguide radiator was
0.1 degree durin_ the measurements. The increased radiative power transfer
from a surface equal to that of the slotted waveguide under test and with an
emissivity and absorbtance of 0.5 would be only 0.16 watt.
For additional assurance of the validity of the test procedure a
well insulated cylinder with an immersion heater in it was inserted into the line
in place of the slotted waveguide section. The immersion heater was then adjusted
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for a small known amount of power - typically 5 Watts. Corresponding power
readings were then made using the temperature rise in the thermocoupte meter and the
, measured water flow. The system operation is best illustrated by the transient
response of the system to two successive applications and removal of power to
the immersion heater, as shown in Figure 7-16.
The data in Figure 7-16 indicates both the degree of sensitivity and
repeatability with which the measurement system is capable. The fine structure
of the curves is impacted by errors in reading the meter and possibly by the
"stickiness" of the meter needle itself. The data also shows an ambient drift
of the meter reading when no dissipation is being introduced into the system. It
is clear, however, that the sensitivity is well within the 0.2 to 0.3 watt region,
and that there is good agreement between the measured power into the dissipation
system and the power that is measured by thermal means. The "thermal means"
is identified with the carefully calibrated milllvolt meter and thermocouple to
measure temperature rise in the water, and a carefully measured rate of flow.
The VSWR looking directly into the feed wavegutde is shown as
a function of frequency in Figure 7-17. A VSWR of 9.5 dB corresponds to a
reflection of 25_ of the power. The reflection was eliminated by a matching
section consisting of a section of waveguide with post tuners. The VSWR as a
function of frequency after the impedance matching is also s'_own in Figure 7-17.
A Raytheon Microwave Oven Magnetron was run as a directional
amplifier to supply the microwave power . It was driven with 10 watts of rf feed
power at 2450 MHz. The tube was operated in the "locked" condition at 4040
volts with 200 mA of current producing 480 watts of power at the input to the
slotted waveguide section. Filament power was maintained at approximately 30
watts during the test runs. The regulated DC Power Supply was operated in
the Current Mode during the power runs.
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Figure 7-17. VSWR Looking into Feed Waveguide to Slotted
Waveguide Before and After Impedance Matching.
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It is to be noted that the operation of the magnetron as a directional
amplifier was not in the least disturbed by operating into the slotted waveguide
array. This was expected because the waveguide load is a relative broadband
load. In addition any reactive coupling to the magnetron is _Aminated by the
ferrite circulator.
The thermal measurements of dissipated power Lndicated that 4.8
watts of power were dissipated by the combination of a single slotted waveguide
radiator and the feed waveguide attached to it. The microwave power fed into the
microwave radiator was 495 watts of which 3_ was reflected as detere_-ned by VSWR
measurements during the actual test run. The nature of the test data is shown in
Figure 7-18 as a sequence of two applications and removals of a step function of
microwave power of 480 watts.
An analysis of the expected heat flow from the slotted wavekn_ide
itself and the attached feed waveguide indicates that heat flow from both sources
should be detected within the first few minutes and reach a steady state value
well within ten minutes. The flow of heat from the aluminum waveguide should
take the form of two surges of heat flow separated in time. This is because most
of the skin losses are generated along the sides of the waveguide and to a much
smaller degree in the top and bottom. There will be almost no time delay in the
flow of heat from the side wall adjacent to the cooling channel. However, the
heat that is generated in the opposite side wall from the cooling channel will have
to flow along the top and bottom surfaces first and will be delayed. In particular
the slots in the _aveguide top will delay the heat flow through that surface. The
data of Figure 7-18 indicates these two surges of heat as A k B separated in time
about equal to the time for the heat to flow across the top and bottom. There
is also time delay in the data caused by the fill time for the volume of water
between the inpu_ and exit thermocouple of about 30 seconds. The third observed
step in the transient response is the heat flow that is transmitted to the waveguide
from the input feed waveguide. This flow is denoted as C in Figure 7-18. About
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nine minutes after the application of a step function of microwave power, a fourth i
flow of heat input is detected. 'Ibis comes about, it is believed, as a flow of heat i
from the weveguide system which feeds the flanged input of the feed waveguide ,!
!
and which is only partially thermally isolated from it by a Kapton gasket 0.015
inch thick. Calculations indicate that if the gasket had perfect thermal contact to t _i
the two flanges, 0.25 watts could be conducted for each degree centigrade differential
between the flanges. The flow of heat across the flange increases with time as
the waveguide on the magnetron side of the flange heats up with continued operation.
In any future rerun of ti_s teat this delayed source of heat could be eliminated by
simply water cooling the waveguide flange on the magnetron side of the coupling
by the waterflow after it had exited the second thermocouple, i
One additional perspective on the tests is the time requi_d for the i
wa_,eguide system to store the energy represented by an average increase in the i
water temperature of 0.05 centigrade degrees. The mass of the entire two section
i
aluminum waveguide is 581 grams. The additional heat stored is 120 calories or
501 watt seconds for each centigrade degree vise in temperature. Since the rise
in temperature is 0.05 degrees, 25 watt seconds of energy are stored. On the
other hand, the feed waveguide and flange we'_ghed 2400 grams and represented a
storage of approximately 40 additional watt seconds of enert_" for the 0.05 °
centigrade increase in average temperature.
It is believed that the foregoing analysis of the test results in
combination with the use of the immersion heater as a check upon the carefully made
thermal measurements has established the validity of the test results. The probable
error is in the range of 5 to 105 of the power measurement or 0.25 to 0.5 watt or
about 0.196 of the microwave power level radiated.
i. It is also intel'esting to consider what the attenuation losses would
be in the aluminum wavetzuide itself. The atteuuation is about 0.01 dB per foot.
The length of waveguide of either side of the feed waveguide is 15 inches or
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1.25 feet. The predicted waveguide loss in this length of guide would be O.28%.
The situation in the slotted waveguide radiator is much more complicated, however.
The standing wave ratio would increase the loss but much of the power is radiated
before the region of high standing wave ratio is reached which is at the ends of
the slotted waveguide. It is also possible that the slotted waveguide losses would
be considerably lower if the welds were closer together, or ideally, a continuous
weld.
During the tests in which the microwave power was radiated directly
into space, precautions were taken to ensure that personnel making the test were
not exposed to an excessive amount of microwave radiation. No other people
were in the vicinity. A Narda Mic_fflm Electromagnetic Monitor, Model 8110,
was used during the radiating periods to cheek the immediate area for personnel
safety. Most exposure levels did not exceed 1 milliwatt/cm 2. In no instances
were personnel exposed to more than 10 milliwatts/cm 2.
r_
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8.0 CONCLUSION AND SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The study consisted of (1) an evaluation of several characteristics of the
magnetron directional amplifier that are critical to its application to an active phased
array in microwave power transmission and (2) the evaluation of a novel method
of making slotted waveguide arrays from thin sheet metal by fabrication and testing
of a 64-slot array. The results of the magnetron amplifier evaluation program are
summarized in the material immediately following. The conventional microwave oven
magnetron was the specific tube used for the investigation.
8.1 Phase Shift and Power Output as a Function of Anode Current, Anode !
Voltaire, and Drive Level
Several sets of data involving the phase shift across the magnetron
directional amplifier and its power output were taken with the anode current, voltage,
and rf drive level as input variables. The operating range in current was found
to vary as the one-half power of the rf drive level, as expected. The phase shift
data appeared to be without discontinuities.
Data was also taken on the frequency range of locked operation as a
function of drive and current level.
It was determined that the current range over which the magnetron
directional amplifier was operative was limited for the most part by the frequency-
shift-with-current characteristic of the free-running magnetron.
The data was taken without any external heater power being applied
to the tube. All characteristics appeared to be acceptable.
8.2 Evaluation of Noise P._.ertie.____ss
Measurements of broadband noise removed in frequency from the main
signal, close-in noise, and harmonic generation were made.
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Broadband background noise is characterized by continuous spectra t
whose amplitv_les fall rapidly at frequencies removed from ne_:r the carrier. A
nosie spectral density that was at least 155 dB below the carrier was obtained in
the normal operating range of voltage at frequencies removed from the carrier
frequency by more than 10 MHz. Background noise increased with operating
voltage. .
The level of the background noise was determined to be independent
of the level of rf drive and of the frequency of the rf drive over the range of
locked frequency operation.
Measuremer.t of noise close to the carrier was also made with special
equipment. The spectral density of the noise was 145 dB below the carrier at a /
frequency removed from the carrier by 50 kHz.
Both the background noise removed from the carrier as well as the
close-in noise represent excel.lent performance. The major factor in obtaining such
low noise is removing any external source of heater power after the tube has been
started.
Harmonic noise measurements were also made with a special test
arrangement that attached a small diameter coaxial line directly to the output probe
of the tube to eliminate higher modes of propagation t_at would normally confuse
the measurements. The average harmonic levels on two tubes were -70, -86, -89
and -63 below the carrier for 2nd, 3rd, 4th, and 5th harmonics respectively.
f
8.3 Investigation of Long Cathode Life Potential
T
Measurements of cathode temperature as a function of anode current,
anode voltage, magnetic field, and coupling to the external load were made with
the use of special tubes with windows in them so that an optical pyrometer could be
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used to measure these temperatures. It was found t,lat the cathode temperature j
was uniquely dependent upon the value of anode current. The increase in
temperature with an increase in anode current corresponded closely to such an i
increase in temperature predicted by the Richardson - Dushman equation for 1
temperature limited emission. The implication is that the magnetron has an internal i
feedback mechanism that adjusts the backbombardment power from the electrons
that return to the filament to just the amount needed to heat the cathode to a
I
temperature to provide the primary emission required by the increase in anode
current.
The cathode temperatures observed at an operating current of 200
milliamperes (the normal value is 300 milliamperes) was so low that a life of 5
to 10 years could be predicted on the basis of well-established engineering data
on carburized thoriated tungsten cathodes. It follows that a tube could be designed _I
for the SPS application that could provide fifty or more years of life because of i!
the low emission current density and associated low Ffloment temperature that could I
be designed into the tube. _
8.4 InvestiKation of High Efficiency in the Microwave Oven Magnetron
An overall efficiency of 81.7% defined as the ratio of microwave power
output to DC power output was obtained by operating the tube at higher voltage
and current levels. This corresponds to a DC to rf conversion efficiency of
86 - 8796 after taking into consideration the loss of microwave power in circuit
Tosses and in backbombardment power to heat the cathode.
Special care was taken to assure the accuracy of the efficiency
measurement by using a special test arrengement. A balance of DC input power
against the sum of measured microwave output and anode dissipation was also
made to provide additional confidence in the accuracy of the efficiency measurement.
A probable error of +1_ of the 81.7_ efficiency measurement resulted.
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As anticipated, the high efficiency measurements were about 6_ less i_
than theoretically predicted and were consistent with reduced efficiencies obtained
at lower values of the applied magnetic field. The microwave oven magnetron i
hss a degraded efficiency not only from that predicted from theory but also from
that exhibited by a commercially available magnetron at 915 MHz.
8.5 Investigation of a Novel Method for Fabricating Slotted Waveguide
Arrays t_rdm Thin Sheet Metal
Although slotted waveguide arrays are an established antenna
technology, there has been little effort to develop a low-cost high-speed method
of fabricating them. There has been a critical need for such a method because
of its influence on the cost of microwave power transmission which has been a
sensitive element in its acceptance.
A novel method for fabricationwas investigatedby adapting it to
a JPL electricaldesign for a 64 31otarray and fabricatingthe design with the use
of temporary tooling. To reduce the cost of materialas well as to ease the fab-
ricationprocess, 0.020" thick aluminum sheet was used. The resulting product
was adequately strong and rigid.
The resulting array was tested for radiation patterns both at Raytheon
and JPL. Although more evaluation needs to be made, the measurements indicated
that it compvred favorably with arrays made from specially drawn waveguides
which were assembled into an array.
A specialeffortwas made to measure the skin losses in the array.
These skin losses manifest themselves in the form of heat which was measured
with a special test setup. Such losses were well below 2_ of the microwave input
power A further benefit of the test was successful operation at a power density ;i
level approaching that required from the SPS transmitting antenna.
,!
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9.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made for further improvement of Micro-
wave Beamed Power Technology:
• The capability to follow a reference phase and a reference amplitude
needs to be added to the magnetron directional amplifier in order
to qualify it for use in a phased array transmitting antenna.
• The capability of the magnetron directional amplifier to operate stably
!
into a slotted waveguide array antenna section needs to be demonstrated,
preferably with a simultaneous demonstration of a capability to track a
phase and amplitude reference.
• Although significant carrier to noise ratios have been demonstrated, the
residual noise level of the instrumentation now limits the sensitivity of
these measurements. It would be desirable to increase the sensitivity of
these noise measurements.
• The various kinds of noise and their sources need to be better identified
and their control better understood.
• The sources of inefficiency in the magnetron need to be better identified
and their control understood.
• An approach to a low-cost slotted waveguide array has been investigated
and its advantages have been demonstrated. The construction and use of
a sizeable number of these in some form of phased array is the next
logical step to be taken. It would be logical to combine the low-cost
slotted waveguide array with the low-cost magnetron directional amplifier
with a phase and amplitude tracking capability.
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10.0 NEW TECHNOLOGY
No reportable items of new technology have been identified. The nature
of the study was investigative rather than innovative. Although the 64-slot slotted
waveguide array was made with a novel fabrication approach, the approach had
been previously conceived and described and the key fabrication step reduced
to practice by experiment.
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